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Executive Summary 

AR will support process improvement in healthcare 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and data analytics are ‘must-have’ technologies for 
healthcare companies. While augmented reality (AR) is not expected to be a key 
priority, it will provide value to companies who invest in it astutely. Rather than 
enable entirely new processes, companies should look to AR to improve existing 
processes.  

Broadly, AR is useful in processes that are limited by poor information flow—that 
is, when there is too much information or communicating information is 
practically or intellectually difficult. AR can remove this barrier by delivering the 
information more intuitively and comprehensibly in these processes. AR has uses 
in healthcare professional training, R&D, manufacturing, and sales and marketing. 

Lack of use cases is preventing widespread use of AR 

In general, AR adoption in the healthcare industry, which includes pharmaceutical 
companies, medical devices companies, and healthcare providers, has been 
inhibited by a lack of both understanding and use cases. Compared to AR, these 
sectors are more familiar with the applications of virtual reality (VR). AR has the 
most promise and use cases in supporting healthcare providers, particularly in 
surgical assistance and professional training. For pharma and medical devices, AR 
has been mainly used in niche applications within manufacturing and sales and 
marketing.  

That said, professionals are more familiar with and open to the technology after 
the COVID-19 pandemic forced them to use new technologies, including AR, to 
ensure business continuity. 

AR will generate $152 billion in revenue by 2030 

Worth nearly $7 billion in 2020, the global AR market will reach $152 billion by 
2030, growing at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 36% over the 10-year 
period, according to GlobalData forecasts. 

Specialist AR vendors in pharma 

• Leaders: Apprentice.io, PTC 

Specialist AR vendors in medical devices 

• Leaders: AccuVein, Beyeonics, Resonai, Upskill. 

Specialist AR vendors in healthcare 

• Leaders: Arspectra, Augmedics, Insight Medical Systems. 
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AR Value Chain 

This section provides an overview of AR, which is broken down into GlobalData’s value chain framework. For more detail, 

please download the Augmented Reality report. 

See Augmented Reality. 

Key players in the AR value chain 

This table shows which companies are most active in each part of the AR value chain. Technology companies produce 

the best semiconductors and components while healthcare company activity is concentrated downstream, providing 

value primarily at the platform and app layers. Some companies have developed their own devices, too. 

Figure 1: Key players in the AR value chain 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

https://medical.globaldata.com/Reports/details/thematic-research-augmented-reality-2021
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GlobalData’s AR value chain is split into five segments: semiconductors, components, devices, platforms, and 

applications and content. 

Figure 2: The AR value chain 

An overview  

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

In the sections below, GlobalData will take a closer look at each of the segments of the AR value chain. 

Semiconductors 

Semiconductors are one of the key battlegrounds in AR today. Up until 2018, AR device makers largely relied on powerful 

smartphone and PC chips, but Qualcomm’s introduction of the XR1 AR- and VR-specific chipset changed all that. 

Subsequently, in 2019, Qualcomm launched the XR2 5G platform, describing it as the “world’s first 5G-supported 

extended reality (XR) platform.” Although no new AR-specific silicon has arrived on the market following the launch of 

the XR2 5G, chipmakers are striving to improve their existing capabilities to suit the evolving requirements of AR, mostly 

around screen resolution, frame rates, processing speed, and connectivity. 

CPUs 

Qualcomm is the leading player in the AR central processing unit (CPU) space, primarily due to its strong position in the 

smartphone market. At Mobile World Congress 2019, Qualcomm announced the XR-optimized certification program, 

enabling smartphones running on the Snapdragon-series system-on-a-chip (SoC) to access 5G-powered AR content. The 

XR2 chip, according to Qualcomm, offers twice the CPU performance of its predecessor, making it capable of offering 

more immersive AR experiences. In addition, the Snapdragon 855 Plus and 888 5G SoCs are specifically designed to boost 

smartphone-based AR, especially gaming.  
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Qualcomm’s powerful Kryo CPUs are used in AR headsets and smart glasses from several vendors. For example, 

Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 is powered by the Snapdragon 850 SoC, while Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 features the XR1 

platform. The upcoming Photon smart glasses and Lynx MR headsets will run on the XR2 platform. 

Apple is also in a strong position thanks to the TSMC-made A-series processors that power its iPhones and iPads and the 

M-series processors, which power Mac devices. Magic Leap is replacing Nvidia SoCs with AMD SoCs in the Magic Leap 

Two headsets, which had been scheduled to launch in 2021. MediaTek, Huawei, Samsung Electronics, Intel, Texas 

Instruments, and Arm are also working on AR-compatible chipsets. Most of their efforts are focused on efficient battery 

and power management with longer standby times, improved frame rates, high-projection displays, high-fidelity audio, 

and enhanced haptics. 

GPUs 

In the graphics processing unit (GPU) space, Nvidia is the leading player, with AMD in second position. Other chipmakers 

looking to challenge in this market include Intel, which acquired Ineda Systems in 2019 and is banking on its fabrication 

capabilities to undercut the fabless Nvidia and AMD on price. Qualcomm integrated its Adreno GPUs on its Snapdragon 

SoCs to strengthen its smartphone portfolio, while Samsung Electronics has licensed AMD’s Radeon GPU architecture to 

support its Exynos SoCs to boost the graphics on its smartphones. Arm, with its Mali-G77 (launched in 2019), G78 (2020), 

and G310 (2021) GPUs, is also targeting the smartphone-based AR market, promising high-end graphics support for AR 

gaming. The latest Mali-G310 GPU is designed for entry-level smart devices such as smartphones, promising superior 

performance for real-time 3D-graphics applications than the Mali-G31 GPU that powered smartphones and smart TVs. 

The intensifying competition in the GPU space is likely to have a positive impact on AR. GPUs will become faster (in terms 

of processing speed), sharper (in terms of display quality), and more robust (in terms of load handling), all of which will 

lead to more effective power management and improved experiences. 

VPUs 

Vision processing units (VPUs)—an emerging microprocessor class designed to accelerate machine vision tasks—are 

responsible for anchoring virtual objects in the real world in an AR headset.  

Intel (with the Movidius Myriad X) and Nvidia (with Programmable Vision Accelerators) are strong in this field, while 

Qualcomm, Samsung Electronics, Cadence, Renesas, Synopsys, and MediaTek also offer VPUs. Google’s adoption of the 

Qualcomm XR1 chipset for the Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 smart glasses is attributed mainly to its vision processing 

capabilities, which support visual-inertial odometry (VIO), a technique used to create a correlation between real and 

virtual spaces. GlobalData expects robust investment in VPUs over the next three years, driven by the maturity of AR 

technology and the increasing demand for realistic graphics content. 
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Image processors 

Growth in the image processing field is being driven by demand for real-time and high-quality images. Image signal 

processors (ISPs) are vital for two AR-related functions: noise reduction (where digital artifacts that can tarnish images 

are removed) and image sharpening (enhancing the depth and clarity of images). Qualcomm, Sony, Ambarella, and Arm 

are leaders in this field. Qualcomm’s Spectra 380 (launched in 2018) was positioned as the industry’s first AI ISP and is 

now available as an integrated element in Snapdragon SoCs. In 2019, ARM launched the Mali-C52 and Mali-C32 ISPs, 

which offer high-quality images (600 megapixels per second) at premium smartphone level frame rates (60 frames per 

second). The aforementioned vendors compete against Infineon, STMicroelectronics, NXP Semiconductors, Toshiba, 

OnSemi, and Omnivision in the AR space. 

Communication chips 

AR devices rely mostly on Bluetooth, 4G LTE, and Wi-Fi—all integrated on SoCs—while 5G connections are also becoming 

available. Qualcomm is integrating 5G modems on its Snapdragon SoCs, while Qorvo, Murata, Skyworks, and Qualcomm 

compete around 5G radio frequency (RF). Qualcomm is an outright leader in this space, with its 5G-capable AR-specific 

XR2 chipset. The company also offers the Snapdragon X55 4G and 5G dual-modem to Apple’s flagship A14 Bionic 

processors. Samsung Electronics, Broadcom, Unisoc Technologies (part of Tsinghua Unigroup), MediaTek, and Arm are 

also actively developing 5G chipsets. 

In March 2021, Arm launched the Armv9 architecture, offering 5G processing, AI, and AR capabilities. The company 

believes that it will be integrated into the next 300 billion Arm-based chips. Subsequently, in April 2021, Unisoc 

announced a 5G chipset called Tanggula, positioning it against Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 800 SoCs in the smartphone 

market. It has partnered with Xiaomi and Oppo to develop in-house 5G chipsets. This partnership will allow Xiaomi and 

Oppo to enable AR experiences on their devices powered by Google’s ARCore. Due to US sanctions, Huawei, which 

dominated the smartphone-based 5G chipsets market in 2020, is running out of its own Kirin chips for smartphones. 

Huawei will lose out in the AR communication chips market over the next two years, as US sanctions limit its access to 

5G technology from US chipmakers like Qualcomm.  

MEMS 

Due to the intensifying miniaturization drive in the semiconductors sector, MEMS manufacturers are seeing rising 

demand. The emergence of 5G chipsets will only increase the pressure on MEMS vendors to deliver further 

miniaturization. A significant amount of the storage and processing power will move to the network and server levels, 

resulting in smaller SoCs. Thus, designers will race to integrate more sensors and expand the operational capabilities of 

their devices. This should also positively impact user experience, particularly in terms of weight, movement accuracy, 

and battery life, all of which are essential for AR’s success in the consumer market. 
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STMicroelectronics, InvenSense (part of TDK), Bosch, NXP Semiconductors, Infineon, and Analog Devices are all strong 

players in the MEMS field. At CES 2021, STMicroelectronics demonstrated proof-of-concept AR smart glasses based on 

its first-generation MEMS ScanAR reference platform. This platform is designed to increase the performance and daily 

usability of AR smart glasses by reducing size, weight, and power consumption. It was developed by the LaSAR Alliance, 

a group formed in 2020 and comprising STMicroelectronics, Applied Materials, Dispelix, Mega1, and Osram. In 2019, TDK 

collaborated with Qualcomm to make inside-out six degrees of freedom (6DoF) controller tracking available to AR and 

VR headsets powered by Snapdragon XR. This collaboration offers high-precision, low-latency 6DoF tracking in AR and 

VR headsets, with low power consumption and real-time computation capabilities. To address issues such as motion 

sickness and latency, a significant share of MEMS investment is being directed towards improving inertial measurement 

units (IMUs), accelerometers, and gyroscopes. 

Memory chips 

Memory-based CPU architecture, which locates faster, denser memory closer to processing units, is a developing 

investment theme in the critical memory chips sector. The in-memory chips—powered by AI—promise storage-level 

computation of data, thus allowing faster results. In the race to develop such chips, the leading integrated memory chip 

makers—Samsung Electronics, SK Hynix, Micron, Western Digital, and Kioxia—face a significant challenge from China’s 

memory chip leader Yangtze Memory Technologies (an affiliate of Tsinghua Unigroup). 

Yangtze reportedly aims to boost its memory chip production to reduce the gap with Samsung Electronics and Micron. 

According to a Nikkei Asia report published in January 2021, it is also planning to begin trial-production of 192-layer 3D 

NAND flash chips, a feat that no chip maker has attempted as yet. Yangtze’s move could result in significant changes in 

the global memory chips market, as the Chinese have the potential to oversupply their products and undermine the 

market command of established global players. 

On the other hand, in October 2020, SK Hynix acquired Intel’s NAND memory chips unit for $9 billion and began 

producing 176-layer chips. However, the deal did not include Intel’s memory technology 3D XPoint, developed in 

association with Micron, for higher data transfer speeds than conventional NAND flash. With Optane chips, developed 

using 3D XPoint, Intel is strengthening its grip on PC-based AR applications, especially 4K streaming, HD images, and 

multi-player gameplay. Huawei is reportedly self-developing memory chips through its subsidiary HiSilicon, having lost 

Micron as its supplier in 2020 due to US sanctions. A teardown report published in November 2020 by GSMArena 

revealed HiSilicon-branded flash memory chips inside Huawei’s Mate 40 RS smartphone. However, as Huawei struggles 

to keep up its smartphone business, its future in the memory chips space and, therefore, the AR market is bleak. 
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Figure 3: AR value chain - Semiconductors 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Components 

Much of the major action in AR components is around 3D sensors, cameras, audio, displays, and batteries. These 

components come together for positional tracking, motion tracking, gesture recognition, and machine vision. To avoid 

motion sickness when using AR smart glasses, many of these components are being re-invented with a focus on lowering 

sensor latency. The aim is to reduce the lag between the user’s motion and the corresponding computer-generated 

response from the device. 

Motion tracking 

Cameras, light sensors, depth sensors, accelerometers, and gyroscopes are essential components for motion tracking in 

smartphones, AR smart glasses, and AR headsets. With the simultaneous use of these components, aided by computer 

vision, AR devices can map the environment and track users’ movements in the real world. Sensor suppliers, mapping 

and tracking companies, and computer vision benefit from the rising demand for motion tracking on AR devices. 

Microsoft has the Azure Kinect DK—a standalone hardware kit for sophisticated computer vision and speech models—

that features AI sensors, depth sensors, and spatial microphone array. Google and Apple are working to improve the 

motion tracking capabilities of their ARCore and ARKit tools. Magic Leap and Ultraleap both claim that their input-
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controller devices offer exceptional motion and hand gesture tracking for AR headsets and smart glasses. Augment, 

Wikitude, Visometry, Sixense, and ViewAR are also developing all-in-one tracking solutions, primarily targeted at 

enterprise use cases. In April 2021, Visometry introduced Twyn, an AR-based automatic quality inspection system that 

uses digital twin technology to register and track objects. Twyn runs on Visometry’s VisionLib AR tracking engine. Intel is 

also a strong player, but its activities around AR motion tracking capabilities are focused on autonomous vehicles. 

Batteries 

All-day batteries, coupled with small but powerful snap-on chargers, are a must if AR is to take off. Today’s commercially 

available AR smart glasses offer eight hours of battery life on average. Still, prolonged use of services like navigation, 

voice calling, and music streaming will drain batteries more quickly. Similarly, AR headsets also come with limited battery 

life support. For example, HoloLens 2 and Magic Leap One headsets offer two to three hours of battery life during 

continuous use. Smartphones offer better power support, but AR apps will quickly drain batteries. 

Device makers continue to rely on lithium-ion batteries, but there is the potential for solid-state batteries to be used in 

smartphones and wearable AR devices. Leading vendors like Panasonic, Samsung SDI, LG Chem, and BYD are improving 

their battery capabilities. For example, Samsung SDI is reportedly working on a graphene-based smartphone battery, 

was scheduled scheduled for launch in 2021, which will support longer use and offer fast charging. CBAK Energy 

Technologies, TDK (ATL), Grepow, and Dynapack are also pursuing growth in the AR market. For example, Microsoft’s 

HoloLens 2 headset runs on Dynapack batteries, while Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 and Vuzix Blade smart glasses 

use ATL and Grepow batteries, respectively. 

Displays 

The prominence of optical see-through displays is set to benefit the leading display vendors like DigiLens, Himax, Lumus, 

and Microvision. Lenovo’s ThinkReality A6 and Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 headsets feature display units from Lumus and 

Microvision, respectively, while Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2 smart glasses use Himax microdisplays. Universal 

Display has partnered with Shanghai-based Seeya Technology to develop lightweight, low-power organic LED (OLED) 

microdisplays for future AR devices. Apple is reportedly collaborating with TSMC on micro-OLED displays for its upcoming 

Apple AR devices. 

While the big companies are mostly focused on AR smart glasses and headsets, in December 2020, start-up firm Mojo 

Vision partnered with Menicon, Japan’s largest and oldest contact lens manufacturer, to test its prototype AR contact 

lenses. Together, the companies will perform feasibility studies on production and manufacturing and explore the 

commercialization of the technology. In 2019, Mojo Vision introduced a 14,000 pixels-per-inch display (the world’s 

smallest and densest displays at the time of writing), promising to benefit AR hardware design and content resolution. 
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Investments in the development of holographic displays are also increasing. Microsoft and Magic Leap are engaged in 

improving their holographic displays, while Samsung and Apple are rumored to be working on similar technologies. In 

March 2021, DigiLens introduced developer prototypes of MR smart glasses built on Qualcomm’s XR2 platform with 

DigiLens’s Crystal50 holographic waveguide display. Promising start-ups such as WayRay and VividQ are also developing 

holographic AR displays for use in automobiles. VividQ claims that its HoloLCD technology can convert normal LCD 

screens into holographic displays that can incorporate AR for use in future smart glasses. 

Cameras and 3D lenses 

Depth cameras, specifically the time of flight (ToF) variant, are set to become staple features in AR devices. The ability 

to precisely measure the distance to, and volume of, an object makes ToF cameras ideal choices for AR device makers. 

They also support object scanning, indoor navigation, obstacle avoidance, object tracking, and gesture recognition, all of 

which are essential for effective AR content development. Apple, Samsung, Huawei, and Oppo have already introduced 

ToF cameras on their smartphones, with Sony their key supplier. In June 2021, Qualcomm partnered with PhotonicSENS, 

a provider of single-lens 3D depth-perception cameras, to improve the quality of images and enable AR on smartphones 

using the Snapdragon 888 5G platform. 

Beyond smartphones, Microsoft’s HoloLens features the Azure Kinect DK (which is also available as a standalone 

product). Occipital (competent in active stereo cameras) and PMD Technologies (which produces ToF depth cameras) 

are also notable players in this market, while 3D lens makers like Sony, Carl Zeiss, Leica, and Adlens should benefit from 

the growing demand for ToF cameras. In partnership with PMD, Leica launched the industry’s smallest 3D ToF camera 

reference kit, called Holkin, during Mobile World Congress 2019, targeting smartphone makers, while rumors suggest 

that the upcoming Apple smart glasses will feature Carl Zeiss lenses. Smartphone camera and sensor makers such as LG 

Innotek, Olympus, and OmniVision are also well-positioned in the market as mobile AR gains traction. 

Audio components 

Audio is a critical element for an immersive AR experience. The audio capabilities of smart glasses like Bose Frames and 

Magic Leap One, along with the integration of conversational platforms in AR devices (such as Microsoft’s Cortana in the 

HoloLens 2 and Amazon Alexa on Focals by North smart glasses), demonstrate the importance of sound to AR. 

Sennheiser, Panasonic, Goertek, and AAC Technologies are already in this space, while chipmakers such as AMD and 

Qualcomm offer audio technologies integrated into their SoCs. In March 2021, Qualcomm launched the Snapdragon 

Sound suite, which integrates audio technologies and features such as active noise cancellation (ANC) and voice 

communication. The suite is integrated with the Snapdragon 888 SoC, and Qualcomm promises immersive audio on 

Android devices and compatible headsets and earbuds. Improvements in AR content and the growing maturity of devices 

should present audio companies with new growth opportunities. 3D Sound Labs, USound, and Kinicho are partnering 

with AR developers to establish a foothold in the market before competition intensifies. 
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Machine vision 

Machine vision systems drive immersive effects and real-time environmental adjustments based on users’ activities. The 

development of machine vision applications, such as 3D mapping and image processing, is a must for AR to become a 

viable computing platform in the coming years. Cognex and Sony are strong players in this field, while Seiko Epson, 

Occipital, Mantis Vision, and Sighthound are some of their closest competitors. 

Figure 4: AR value chain - Components 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 
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Devices 

AR-enabling hardware comes in various forms, including smartphones, eyewear (AR smart glasses), and AR headsets. 

For consumer AR applications, smartphones are the most commonly used platform, while enterprises typically prefer AR 

headsets and AR smart glasses, which offer a broader range of functions. 

Smartphones 

Smartphones are the primary consumer AR device. Apple and Google are the biggest beneficiaries of the growth of 

mobile AR, given their strong smartphone ecosystems and well-established AR software development kits (SDKs). In June 

2021, at its Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC), Apple announced the addition of upgraded location anchors to 

the upcoming ARKit 5 platform. The location anchors can tag AR content to specific real-world landmarks for shared 

experiences. Apple will use the location anchors to improve the AR capabilities of its Maps app on iPhones. 

Also in June 2021, Google expanded the ARCore SDK to 30 smartphones, including the latest OnePlus 9 and several 

devices from Samsung, Xiaomi, and Vivo. This will help developers to create and expand their AR apps among users of 

Android-based smartphones. Although user awareness of the technology behind the digital overlays during online 

shopping or commuting remains low, AR is rapidly becoming a standard feature in smartphones and apps. 

AR smart glasses 

The high-profile failure of Google Glass was a significant early setback for the nascent AR smart glasses industry. It has 

only recently begun to recover with the launch of devices such as North’s Focals and Vuzix’s Blade. However, demand 

remains limited, as there are currently only a few things that these devices can do that cannot be done just as well using 

a smartphone. Much of the marketing around AR smart glasses focuses on design, but product awareness remains low, 

and high price tags and privacy concerns have also put consumers off. At the time of writing, AR smart glasses are mostly 

targeted at early adopters to build brand recognition and demonstrate the technology’s capabilities. 

The enterprise market, on the other hand, offers growth potential for AR smart glasses manufacturers. GlobalData 

believes enterprises will be the leading adopters of AR smart glasses over the next few years. Companies such as DHL 

and Schlumberger use AR smart glasses to streamline workflow management and speed up operations. Several 

healthcare providers, like the Noordwest Hospital Group in the Netherlands, use AR smart glasses in surgical procedures. 

Smart glasses manufacturers like Google, Vuzix, Seiko Epson, Toshiba, ThirdEye, and Iristick are primarily focused on 

enterprise customers. 

AR headsets 

The AR headset space is significantly less crowded than the smart glasses segment. Microsoft is the de facto leader in 

the field, following the collapse of rivals Daqri and Meta and the failure of Magic Leap. Varjo’s XR-3, Lenovo’s ThinkReality 

A6, and RealWear’s HMT-series devices are also focused on enterprise applications. Magic Leap is planning to launch its 

second headset, Magic Leap Two, in 2021, for the healthcare, manufacturing, defense, and public sector markets. 
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Competition in the consumer AR headsets market is limited. No leading technology company is active in it at the time of 

writing. However, Jarvish, Eyelights, and IC Helmet produce consumer AR helmets, mainly targeted at motorbike 

enthusiasts. Aryzon, on the other hand, offers cardboard-made AR headsets as an affordable alternative to experience 

AR and MR, mostly in indoor setups. 

Figure 5: AR value chain - Devices 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Platforms 

Building an AR ecosystem—incorporating both hardware and software—is essential for the long-term success of any 

company in this market. There are five prerequisites for a successful AR ecosystem. 

• Application programming interfaces (APIs) and SDKs. Owning the software platform on which all the applications 

and content run is critical. Developers can then create content and applications for the operating system, provided 

good APIs and SDKs are available. This creates a virtuous network effect whereby platforms with popular APIs and 

SDKs attract more developers, which leads to more content, which leads to more customers, and higher 

remuneration for the developers, which attracts more developers. All the leading AR companies—Apple, Google, 

Microsoft, and others—offer SDKs and APIs to developers. Component suppliers such as Nvidia and Qualcomm 

and services companies like Amazon, Autodesk, and Unity have also introduced SDKs and APIs to spur AR growth.  

The availability of such a wide array of choices puts developers at risk. Selecting one platform enables them to curb the 

development cost but offers less visibility while, with multiple platforms, the situation is reversed. Cross-platform SDKs 

are a way of addressing this issue. Several cross-platform SDKs are available in the AR market, with prominent names 

including PTC (with Vuforia) and Wikitude, and emerging names such as Maxst, Augment, DeepAR, Zapworks, and 

Visionstar (EasyAR), among others. 
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• AR engines – games. An AR gaming engine helps creators develop games without relying on software engineers to 

write the code. Apple (with ARKit), Google (ARCore), Unity, Epic Games (Unreal Engine), Meta (Spark AR), and 

Snap (Lens Studio) are leaders in this field, while INDE, AR.js, PTC, 8th Wall, and PlayCanvas are prominent 

challengers. 

• AR engines – enterprise. Enterprise engines provide software that helps corporations quickly and easily build apps 

for AR systems. Autodesk, TeamViewer (with Upskill), PTC, Microsoft, and Dassault Systèmes are strong in this 

area. Amazon, 3D Systems, Scope AR, Siemens, Cisco, ARreverie, and Bosch, among others, are also jockeying for 

market share in this space. 

• AI. AR ecosystems depend on real-time AI to interpret the vast amounts of sensor-based data generated by AR 

applications. Much of that AI capacity sits in algorithms, with more and more of these machine learning (ML) 

algorithms being processed in the cloud. The AI technology stack will be covered in detail later in this section. 

• Application delivery networks (ADNs) and content delivery networks (CDNs). The distribution of apps and 

content is an important aspect of any successful AR ecosystem. Apple and Google maintain a duopoly in this 

domain, as most smartphones worldwide run on either iOS or Android, with the Microsoft Store a dominant force 

at the PC level. Companies such as Vuzix and Seiko Epson maintain online stores for PC-based distribution but are 

largely dependent on Apple’s App Store and the Google Play Store at the smartphone level. Third-party developers 

also market their apps and content through these stores and split the content revenues with the store owners. In 

the Chinese market, regulatory restrictions on the Play Store have forced developers to use mobile stores offered 

by Tencent, Huawei, Xiaomi, Alibaba, and Oppo (owned by BBK Electronics).  

Effective AR experiences also require powerful CDNs, which store cached meta content on edge servers and act as 

gateways for bi-directional data transfer between the servers and users. Google (with Google Hosted Libraries), 

Microsoft (with the Azure CDN), Amazon (with the AWS-integrated Amazon CloudFront), Akamai, Alibaba, and F5 

Networks are strong players in this segment, while Cloudflare, Fastly, StackPath, Verizon, and jsDelivr are potential long-

term beneficiaries from the growth in AR. 
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Figure 6: AR value chain - Platforms 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

AI 

The ultimate aim of integrating AI with AR is to establish a strong relationship between man and machine, where virtual 

environments gain intelligence to become more interactive. Deep learning, a subset of ML built using artificial neural 

networks that model the way neurons in the human brain talk to each other, is one of the most popular investment 

themes in the AR market. For example, smart glasses makers are adopting eye tracking—a deep learning-powered 

functionality—to enhance screen resolution and deliver realistic responses to users’ eye movements. The same 

technology is used to map physical environments and provide sentiment analysis and skills development. In March 2021, 

Meta (formerly Facebook) announced that it is building a wrist-based device that uses electromyography (EMG), a non-

invasive neural interface technique. EMG translates electrical motor nerve signals into digital commands. This means 

that users could potentially operate smart glasses by thinking about an action or gesture (e.g., moving a hand or finger 

to scroll down a webpage). The device will work in conjunction with the second version of Meta’s upcoming smart 

glasses. That said, AI is still maturing, and its continued development should enable more realistic AR experiences in the 

future. 
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There are two approaches to integrating AI into AR devices: build neural network models, or create custom AI chips, 

architectures, and software suites. Google and Meta are taking the first approach, while Qualcomm, Arm, and Microsoft 

are opting for the other route. Google’s play in this space is mainly reliant on the Edge tensor processing unit (TPU), an 

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip designed to run neural network processes at the edge of the network. 

Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 headsets feature a custom AI chip, called the holographic processing unit, which uses deep neural 

networks to analyze onboard sensor data directly on the device. 

App developers are also integrating AI into AR apps to offer immersive experiences. Some common examples include: 

• Object labeling. Volkswagen’s Mobile Augmented Reality Technical Assistance (MARTA) AR app uses an iPad’s 

camera to view a car’s engine and other associated parts. It runs ML models to match the camera images with 

Volkswagen’s pre-defined classification library and presents an AR label overlaid in the user’s FOV on the iPad 

screen. It provides users with step-by-step AR guidance to fix and replace certain parts of the vehicle. 

• Object detection and recognition. IKEA’s Place app on iOS uses ARKit’s CoreML, an ML framework that supports 

computer vision, to scan a specific environment, measure vertical and horizontal planes, estimate depth, and 

thereby suggests suitable products. 

• Text recognition and translation. The Google Translate app offers instant camera translation. As the user points 

the smartphone camera towards a text in a foreign language, the app runs neural network models to convert it 

into the user’s preferred language along with an AR overlay on the smartphone screen. 

Within AI, there are seven key technology categories: ML, data science, conversational platforms, computer vision, AI 

chips, smart robots, and context-aware computing. The convergence of all seven categories with AR, in some form, will 

drive the expansion of the AR ecosystem. 
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Figure 7: AR value chain – Platforms – The AI technology stack 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Apps and content 

Content is a major area of concern for AR companies. The industry has failed to build on the success of Pokémon Go 

(released in 2016), largely due to an inability to move beyond the formula it established and a tendency to over-hype 

mediocre titles. Games like Jurassic World Alive, The Walking Dead: Our World, Ingress Prime, and Ghostbusters World 

were all heralded as successors to Pokémon Go’s crown but struggled to live up to their billing. In 2019, Tencent’s Let's 

Hunt Monsters and Square Enix’s Dragon Quest Walk gained popularity in China and Japan, respectively, but failed to 

match up to Pokémon Go. However, game publishers are increasingly investing in AR games. In 2020, Niantic updated 

Pokémon Go and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite to support at-home gaming in response to COVID-19 lockdowns. In March 

2021, Square Enix announced it was developing an AR version of Space Invaders for mobile devices. 

As well as gaming, AR is also reaching consumers via social media, ecommerce, and general apps like Google Maps. 

GlobalData expects one of these application areas to become the killer use case for AR over the next few years. Snap, 

Meta, Tencent, and ByteDance have merged AR and ecommerce into their social media platforms, offering users the 

ability to try on products virtually. The ease of viewing products online, coupled with the ability to interact with those 

products, gives users a novel and immersive shopping experience. Snap’s 2021 Future of Shopping report, which analyzed 

the US market, predicts that 57% of Snapchat users will use AR before buying a product online by 2025. 
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Enterprises are an increasingly important area of focus for AR companies. Media houses and ecommerce companies 

have been early adopters of AR, while the technology is also used by healthcare, engineering, and military organizations. 

Microsoft, PTC, Deloitte, McKinsey, and Accenture are investing in AR development platforms to support firms through 

the AR implementation process. Start-ups such as Re’Flekt, Scope AR, Atheer, and TeamViewer have also joined the race. 

Figure 8: AR value chain – Apps and content 

Market leaders and challengers 

 

Source: GlobalData 
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Healthcare Challenges 

The healthcare industry can tolerate few aberrations. Healthcare professionals (HCPs), medical students, patients, and 

industry professionals must understand complex information about processes, devices, treatments, surgeries, and more. 

AR’s central promise is to aid this understanding by delivering information more intuitively, easily, and clearly. 

Figure 9: AR influencers 

Trend analysis of leading AR influencers in the healthcare industry 

 

Source: GlobalData Influencer database  

 

The word cloud above shows the phrases and words mentioned by leading influencers on social media when referring 

to AR technology across the healthcare industry, taken from GlobalData’s Influencer tool. It provides insight into the 

most relevant AR technologies, the major reasons for adopting AR, some of the key areas primed for AR uptake, and the 

major benefits that AR solutions can deliver. The most frequently mentioned phrases refer to AR-related technologies 

such as wearable tech, the Internet of Things (IoT), AI, data science, and machine learning, as well as uses and advantages 

of AR, including healthtech, telemedicine, robotics, innovation, and digital transformation. 
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The table below highlights the key challenges facing the healthcare sector. 

Table 1: Healthcare Challenges 

Challenge What’s happening? 

Manufacturing 

Healthcare products are made to precise specifications, with multiple facilities often producing the same products. 
Additionally, regulation is strict, and detailed recordkeeping and documentation is required.  

Often workers must follow thousands of consecutive, complex steps for a process, and these steps are still typically held in 
large binders filled with loose-leaf sheets. Regularly referring back to the binder, keeping the work suite clear, and recording 
all the necessary data is cumbersome, and this system is highly prone to error. 

Marketing and sales 

HCPs are generally incredibly time-strapped. Salespeople often have to choose between making a pitch that is too 
uninformative or too expensive. Healthcare products and their function are generally too complicated to explain within a 
short phone call, email, or meeting. Sending demo products (either prototypes or models that demonstrate the product's 
function) involves high production and shipping costs. 

R&D 
Pharma researchers generally examine and manipulate molecules on flat, 2D screens, with mouse and keyboard, each 
researcher working on an individual instance. This approach is laborious, time-consuming, technical, unintuitive, 
information-thin, and uncooperative to an extent that inhibits productivity.  

Improving surgery 
safety 

Hospitals must perform surgeries as safely as possible. Particularly in the event of invasive procedures, safety is of utmost 
importance. Typically, imaging and other patient data are displayed on a screen in the room. Surgeons have to often look 
away from the patient and their own hands to see these screens. Then surgeons must visualize mentally how the image, 
taken from the perspective of the imaging device, applies to the patient in front of them. Additionally, when different types 
of data are shown in different ways, the surgeon must mentally combine and align these various inputs. 

Medical training for 
students and 
doctors 

Learning is a mundane task that takes time. Also, new material is constantly being added to curriculums as healthcare 
advances. Training doctors and students is costly and time-consuming. Pandemic restrictions limited access of students to 
teaching environments. It was necessary to employ new methods to restore that access. 

Additionally, practical training is sometimes unaffordable in poorer countries. Doctors must explain medical procedures to 
patients before they happen. However, patients often receive a vague or hurried explanation of what will happen. This can 
contribute to a lack of understanding and, in turn, feelings of unease. Patients may resort to using other sources of 
information (such as the internet), which may exacerbate feelings of confusion and unease. 

Improving patient 
engagement  

Treatment nonadherence costs at least 100,000 lives annually and $100 billion in preventable medical costs. As well as 
patient health outcomes, poor patient engagement harms a practice’s success rates and patient retention, which reduces 
future business.  

If patients feel they understand and trust their options, treatments, and surgeries, they are happier and more compliant. 
This promotes better disease management and treatment adherence.  

Source: GlobalData 
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The Impact of AR on Healthcare 

This section looks at how AR technology can be used across the value chains of each sector of the healthcare industry. 

GlobalData suggests that companies invest in technologies that are shaded in green, explore the prospect of investing in 

technologies shaded in yellow, and ignore areas shaded in red.  

The matrix below details where pharma companies should be focusing their time and resources.  

Figure 10: Thematic impact assessment for pharma 

AR in pharma 

 

Source: GlobalData 
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In target identification, AR tools can facilitate more collaborative, intuitive approaches to research. In manufacturing, 

supply chain, and distribution, AR tools can help workers navigate facilities, follow steps, and record their work. AR can 

assist product presentations in sales and marketing to convey the function and merit of a drug to HCPs more effectively. 

Finally, AR can help end-users better understand, choose, and administer treatments. 

Pharma companies should focus investment on apps and content. This will amplify pharma knowledge without requiring 

significant in-house computing expertise. The platforms and devices layers should receive the next most investment for 

the same reasons.  

The matrix below details the AR technologies where healthcare providers and payors should be focusing their resources. 

Figure 11: Thematic impact assessment for healthcare 

AR in healthcare 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Service providers and suppliers can use AR to improve product development and sales demonstrations. Providers can 

use AR to assist with facility navigation and resource management. Patients and payers can achieve better treatment 

adherence (and consequently reduce negative health outcomes) through the use of AR for patient support. 
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Apps and content is the most attractive area of the AR value chain, primarily because it is where the expertise of 

healthcare companies can be put to the best use. Speculative investments in devices and platforms may be fruitful for 

those that can afford them. Across the AR value chain there are few use cases involving patients and payers. Investment 

should be limited to speculative exploration of apps and content. 

The matrix below details the AR technologies where medical devices companies should be focusing their time and 

resources. 

Figure 12: Thematic impact assessment for medical devices 

AR in medical devices 

 

Source: GlobalData 
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AR’s ability to render virtual prototypes into a user’s physical environment is valuable in medical device product 

development, manufacturing, marketing, and market access. Its ability to support collaboration between researchers is 

valuable in product development and manufacturing. AR tools that aid navigation, resource management, and record-

keeping can make supply chains more efficient. Generally, apps and content will be the most fruitful area of AR for 

medical devices companies, as most use cases will run on generic equipment made by large tech companies.  

Between January 27 and March 17, 2021, visitors to GlobalData’s Pharmaceutical Technology, Clinical Trials Arena, and 

Medical Device Network websites were surveyed about AR’s potential in the pharma and medical devices industries. 

Around 30% of respondents considered R&D the most promising area for AR investment. 

Figure 13: R&D is considered the most promising area for AR investment 

The poll covered industry professionals from the pharma and medical devices sectors  

 

Source: GlobalData 

N = 104 (medical devices), N = 218 (pharma) 

 

Medical devices and pharma industry professionals were also asked which factors affected the adoption of AR in the two 

industries. Their responses suggested that the key inhibitor of AR adoption for both industries is a lack of understanding. 

For medical devices executives, skills shortages and lack of investment were flagged as important barriers to uptake, 

whereas pharma professionals chose lack of use cases and lack of investment.  
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Figure 14: Lack of understanding is the biggest barrier to AR adoption in medical devices and pharma  

 

Source: GlobalData 

N = 63 (medical devices), N = 99 (pharma) 

 

How AR helps resolve manufacturing challenges  

In manufacturing, AR is better placed to improve existing processes than create new ones. AR can improve pharma and 

medical devices manufacturing consistency, leading to better product safety and cost efficiencies.  

With AR, on-site operators can receive guidance while keeping both hands free for their work. Visual and audio prompts 

can be delivered, overlayed operating canvases projected, and relevant procedure information shown. 

Facility maintenance staff can receive notifications as they walk around sites. These notifications might alert the worker 

that some equipment has glitched or would benefit from preventative maintenance, or that a resource needs 

replenishment. The worker can be directed to the right location and guided through the necessary response. 

AR reduces the number of specialized engineers and industry experts a company needs. A small team in a central location 

can support inexperienced workers at other locations remotely, watching their work and providing feedback and 

guidance both by speaking and annotating the worker’s field of vision. For example, tech vendor PTC helped Watson 

Marlow, a company that produces peristaltic pumps for the pharma industry, transfer the knowledge of remote expert 

engineers to new manufacturing plant employees. Expert employees are expensive, so reducing the need for them saves 

money. 

Equipment design schematics can be better visualized using AR. Interactive, 3D visualizations are clearer than flat images. 

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) remotely validated the design of an aseptic manufacturing facility to ensure compliance with strict 

regulations with an AR app developed by BakerHicks. 
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How AR helps resolve sales and marketing challenges  

AR lets pharma and medical devices salespeople convey the function and merit of products more effectively. A drug can 

be demonstrated on a 3D-visualized organ projected onto the prospect’s desk, or a device can be visualized as if it were 

installed in the prospect’s lab, office, surgical theatre, or suite. This is more informative than having the product's 

dimensions and much cheaper and faster than shipping a demo product. Promotional messaging can be honed from 

recordings of HCP-patient interactions that show how products are positioned and explained. 

In 2016, Alcon developed an AR-based app with which cataract surgeons could project the Alcon LenSx Laser into their 

surgical environment. Surgeons needed only to place a small image target on the floor and the app would display a true-

to-size model of the laser, which the surgeon could walk around and explore from any angle. In 2013, Boehringer 

Ingelheim developed an app with AR that used 3D content and animations to demonstrate the function and mechanics 

of a new asthma inhaler to physicians. 

How AR helps resolve R&D challenges  

AR helps researchers visualize complex biological processes in the early stages of drug discovery. 3D-rendering software 

is limited to a 2D screen, and its interactivity is limited to mouse and keyboard or touchscreen input. AR tools can display 

the molecule floating in the room. Researchers can rotate, zoom, and change macromolecules (DNA, RNA, proteins, 

sugars, viruses) in real-time, with intuitive, haptic gestures. Also, many researchers can gather around the same molecule 

and work on it together. This method is more effective than traditional fragment- or diversity-oriented methods. A better 

understanding of protein-structure configuration dynamics and how ligands bind to macromolecules will broaden the 

knowledge of mutations and help beget a new generation of effective drugs. For example, in infectious diseases, this has 

great potential in developing vaccines or new antibiotics that could overcome antimicrobial resistance. Sygnature 

Discovery’s VisMol system makes this function available to researchers. The AR features use Microsoft’s HoloLens 

technology.  

AR can also be used in research laboratories to improve the efficiency of interactions with samples and minimize errors, 

worker injury, and procedural violations. Workers can be directed straight to the location of the sample they need. This 

saves time and energy since the freezer door will be open for a shorter time. The worker’s AR equipment can scan the 

sample’s barcode to confirm the sample is correct, alert the worker to impending expiry dates, and inform the worker 

of the relevant handling and disposal procedures if the sample is hazardous. AR can track and record all the actions 

performed during the process, which alleviates the burden of compliance and audit paperwork and makes those records 

more reliable. Titian’s Mosaic AR is one such product. 

Medical devices companies can accelerate timelines and reduce the cost of design, research, and development stages 

by using digital prototypes for tests instead of material ones. AR technology with haptic interaction features would solve 

one hurdle to AR adoption, namely that users can not feel the object they are handling. 
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Healthcare companies can use AR to simulate more challenging treatment administration environments. For example, a 

self-administering insulin or epinephrine product can be tested in a busy, loud public space without sending subjects to 

such locations. 

How AR helps resolve the challenge of improving surgery safety 

By overlaying visualizations on patients’ bodies, AR tools can improve the precision and safety of medical procedures. 

The overlays map the patient’s internal anatomy onto their body, enabling less-invasive surgery. Also, during surgery, 

AR technology may also show the doctor 3D visualizations of the patient’s anatomy or relevant prompts regarding 

allergies, medical history, and vital signs that may influence decision making. Finally, surgeons can practice in rendered 

operating theaters before operating on a human. 

The AccuVein device helps medical professionals find patients’ veins before drawing blood, inserting intravenous drips, 

and performing cosmetic procedures. AccuVein uses near-infrared (NIR) 3D imaging systems to detect veins. The device 

first reflects hemoglobin in the veins, using light to display a contrasted image. Then, image processing algorithms layer 

the images of veins according to their depth to create one image on the target area. 

How AR helps resolve the challenge of medical training for 

doctors and students 

AR models are useful for teaching anatomy and surgical procedures to students and professionals. Simulations of 

conditions give students a clearer understanding of symptoms than descriptions given by patients.  

The world’s first virtual ward round for medical students was conducted in early 2020 by Imperial College London. A 

class of 350 medical students remotely watched a consultant equipped with a Microsoft HoloLens headset examine 

patients. HoloLens allows clinicians to pin virtual pictures, including X-ray scans, medical history, and radiographs, to 

displays and circle details they wish to highlight. 

EchoPixel’s True 3D medical visualization software can help HCPs visualize and interact with 3D images that depict human 

tissue and organs in open space as if they were real objects. EchoPixel claims to have helped doctors at the Lucile Packard 

Children’s Hospital at Stanford precisely map the native vessels supplying the lungs of patients afflicted with pulmonary 

atresia with major aortopulmonary collateral arteries before surgery. 

Human Anatomy Atlas shows 3D models of the body via a smartphone camera and allows students to rotate and interact 

with the models. The app has more than 10,000 models and is available in seven languages. The Touch Surgery app 

specializing in surgical simulation is a more advanced take on this, allowing users to practice surgery on virtual patients. 
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How AR helps resolve the challenge of patient engagement with 

treatment  

With AR tools, doctors can better explain upcoming procedures to patients, which improves confidence and compliance. 

Also, by conducting AR simulations of chronic conditions like rheumatoid arthritis, migraine, or diabetes, physicians can 

offer more sympathy and better identify potential areas of improvement for patients. 

AR helps engage patients with conditions and treatment options. Apps and wearables can explain drugs and treatments 

to customers. Customers involved in this way feel more comfortable and confident, which leads to better adherence and 

health outcomes. AR can also guide patients through complex treatment self-administration processes. In 2017, Pfizer 

used AR to answer patient questions about its non-prescription ThermaCare pain relief products in stores. Customers 

pinpointed their pain areas on a human body model and were then told the most appropriate product. 
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Case Studies 

In the following section, GlobalData presents selected case studies highlighting the use of AR within healthcare. 

Multinational pharma company’s use of Apprentice.io’s Tandem 

tool 

A multinational pharma company wanted to reduce the costs associated with technology transfers. Technology transfers 

involve a facility with a process already underway helping another facility take up the same procedure to improve 

business outcomes on drug releases. As a result, they require much internal collaboration. Typically, tech transfer 

execution has involved extensive travel and email communication, which is both expensive and slow. 

Apprentice.io’s Tandem product is a collaboration platform that uses a web-based app, a mobile app, and AR headsets. 

Workers at the adopting facility can stream their view to meetings, replicating an in-person viewing. The remote party 

receives far better information than a video or email could provide. The remote party can annotate and highlight things 

in the presenting party’s visual display, enabling better feedback. Such interactions are cheaper than travel and more 

effective than email and video methods. 

Experienced staff at a facility with the technology can examine the factory and guide on-facility workers through tricky 

procedures. In addition, compliance teams can ensure procedures are followed.  

Since such uses of AR are unfamiliar to many companies, Apprentice.io offers extensive customer support, training, and 

follow-up. They also assist with common implementation problems, such as helping companies set up Wi-Fi across 

facilities. 

Work on this project started in 2018 and is ongoing today. The original contract was for 10 devices and several teams, 

but the pharma company has since expanded its contract with Apprentice.io. The pharma company now has 145 devices 

deployed across 22 global sites, 76 teams, and over 900 users.  

Global pharma company’s use of PTC’s Vuforia product to 

improve training 

Many of the pharma company’s operating procedures are intricate. It typically only lets workers onto its factory floor 

after receiving sign-off on 250 standard operating procedures. Efficiency improvements to training and knowledge 

retention practices were necessary. 

Across the pharma industry, technical expertise is scarce. Experts often must be called in for training and troubleshooting 

at the cost of their other duties. Additionally, turnover is high, so there is a risk of knowledge becoming unavailable. 
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The company needed better ways to capture the knowledge of experts and improve the effectiveness of their training. 

This would lead to less operator error and less downtime, enhancing productivity and increasing efficiencies and cost 

savings.  

PTC implemented its Vuforia Expert Capture technology for various processes. In the case of one particular process, only 

one worker in the factory knew the procedure—he was able to record himself performing it and giving tips more subtle 

than those available in paper-based instructions, from which other workers could learn. 

The pharma company is now using the technology at six sites and expects its savings to reach $27 million per factory. 

Case Western University and Cleveland Clinic partnered with 

Microsoft  

Projecting a to-scale human body in real-time is a new advancement of medical education. At the forefront of 

implementing these technologies in the medical curriculum is Case Western Reserve University (CWRU). Along with the 

Cleveland Clinic, CWRU partnered with Microsoft in 2017 to release a HoloLens app called HoloAnatomy, enabling users 

to study human anatomy with a high level of detail and interactivity. The simulation projected the human body's 3D 

anatomy and physiology, from bones, veins, arteries, and organs to cross-sections that could be modified and dissected. 

Moving away from traditional medical education, which is read and taught from books or uses cadavers, this digital 

curriculum approach could make medical education more visual and interactive. 

Imperial College London’s use of AR for student education 

Imperial College London conducted the world’s first virtual ward round for medical students in early 2020. A class of 350 

medical students remotely watched a consultant equipped with a Microsoft HoloLens headset examine patients. 

HoloLens allows clinicians to pin virtual pictures, including X-ray scans, medical history, and radiographs, to displays and 

circle details they wish to highlight. 

Additionally, Imperial College London used AR to stream surgical sessions. As well as streaming, AR headsets recorded 

sessions and added them to a library.  

The technology was implemented to sustain student education throughout the COVID-19 pandemic but will remain 

useful afterward. Before COVID-19, it was only possible to take two or three students on a ward round. Patients 

sometimes felt uncomfortable in the presence of students, patients with rare conditions had to be brought to a theatre 

of students, and some students had to interact with simulated patients in the absence of real ones. All these difficulties 

can be overcome by using AR technology. 
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Augmedics trials AR product for pedicle screw insertion 

assistance 

Pedicle screw insertion is one of the surgical areas attracting the most AR activity. Several companies have performed 

trials. In 2018, Augmedics trialed its Xvision product where 120 pedicle screws were inserted into five cadaver spines 

between the T6 nerve and L5 vertebra. 

Two independent neuroradiologists graded the insertions using postprocedural computerized tomography (CT) scans. 

Two standard classifications were used (the Gertzbein scale and a hybrid Heary-Gertzbein scale), and the screw 

placement accuracy was 96.7% by one classification and 94.6% by the other. Compared to robotics-assisted computer-

navigated insertion, insertion accuracy was ‘non-inferior’ by one classification and ‘superior’ by the other. Compared to 

freehand insertion, insertion accuracy was ‘superior’ by both classifications. User experience analysis rated the usability 

excellent. 

Medical devices manufacturer’s use of Upskill’s Skylight 

A medical devices manufacturer packaged and sterilized 35 million devices annually. In 2015, the company calculated 

that 27% of its workers were eligible for retirement and that the number would be almost 50% by 2020. 

The company asked Upskill to solve their looming skills shortages issue. Upskill deployed smart glasses powered by 

Skylight, and engineers and technicians used these glasses to record their activities. They also narrated their steps as 

they went and shared tips that were not necessarily included in training manuals. 

New and lower-skilled technicians also wore headsets. Streaming their view to experts allowed them to receive guidance 

and feedback as they performed tasks. This was particularly helpful for certain hazardous tasks in a plant that handled 

radioactive material. 
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Data Analysis 

AR is receiving serious investment in other industries, particularly in technology. Many tech investors believe AR 

headsets will replace smartphones. Many others believe that the metaverse, which will depend heavily on AR 

technology, will revolutionize the internet as it is now. 

Market size and growth forecasts 

Worth nearly $7 billion in 2020, the global AR market will reach $152 billion by 2030, growing at a CAGR of 36% over the 

10-year period, according to GlobalData estimates. 

Figure 15: AR will generate $152 billion in revenue by 2030 

It generated $7 billion in 2020 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Investors in the healthcare industries are not so enthusiastic about AR. The technology is not expected to be 

revolutionary, but it is expected to be helpful in certain areas. For example, AR can give surgeons guidance as they 

operate. GlobalData’s Medical Pipeline Products database has identified 29 image-guided surgery products in the 

pipeline. Image-guided surgery products overlay schema onto a surgeon’s operating environment. Schema typically map 

the internal anatomy of a patient onto their bodies. MediView’s Actuity Augmented Reality Surgical Navigation 

technology aids kidney tumor ablations, Insight Medical Systems’s ARVIS aids knee and hip arthroplasty, Philips’s 

ClarifEye Augmented Reality Surgical Navigation product aids the placement of pedicle screws in spinal fusions, and 

Beyeonics’s Beyeonics One will aid anterior and posterior ophthalmic surgeries. 
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Figure 16: Surgical use cases are the dominant AR equipment type in the medical devices pipeline 

There are almost 30 image-guided surgery products in the pipeline 

 

Source: GlobalData, Medical Pipeline Products database 

 

Mergers and acquisitions 

The key mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and partnerships associated with the AR theme in the healthcare sector since 

2018 are listed in the table below. 

M&A deals in healthcare 

Table 2: M&A deals in healthcare 

Date 
announced 

Acquirer Target Value ($M) Target company description 

Sep 2020  Surgalign Holo Surgical 125 Spinal assistance tool developer. 

Aug 2018 Varian Humediq Not disclosed 
Manufacturer of an automated patient identification, positioning, and 
motion management system for radiation therapy. 

Feb 2018 Staywell (Merck) Provata Health Not disclosed Digital health platform for employee wellness. 

Source: GlobalData 
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Partnerships in healthcare 

The key partnerships associated with the AR theme in the healthcare sector since 2018 are listed below. 

Table 3: Partnerships in healthcare 

Date 
announced 

Company Partner(s) Rationale 

Feb 2022 Altoida GN Group 
Research and develop new digital biomarkers for identifying mild 
cognitive impairment, leading to the development of AR tools.  

Jan 2021 PrecisionOS Parvizi Surgical Innovation Develop AR and VR surgical training tools. 

Nov 2019 Aira Moovit, Microsoft Improve blind and low-vision passenger accessibility. 

Oct 2019 Immersive Touch Zimmer Biomet Expand an AR and VR platform into the neurosurgery market. 

Sep 2019 XRHealth Magic Leap Bring XRHealth solutions to Magic Leap devices. 

Sep 2019 XRHealth Allscripts Provide integrated VR and AR platforms. 

Sep 2019 VirtaMed Smith+Nephew 
Provide surgical simulation training as part of VirtaMed’s training and 
education portfolio for advanced surgical devices. 

Sep 2019 Magic Leap Brainlab, SyncThink Bring hardware into labs and clinics. 

Sep 2019 Cognoa EVERSANA Advance commercialization of prescription digital medicines. 

May 2019 Medivis Verizon 5G technology to improve latency during surgery. 

Apr 2019 Cognoa Stanford Medicine, Google  
License autism technology to Cognoa to improve socialization skills in 
children with autism. 

Feb 2019 VITAS AT&T, Magic Leap Improve hospice patient comfort with 5G and Magic Leap headsets. 

Feb 2019 Medivis Dell, Microsoft Supply hardware for SurgicalAR. 

Jun 2018 
Case Western Reserve 
University 

The Cleveland Clinic HoloAnatomy curriculum and teaching without cadavers. 

Jan 2018 VirtaMed AANA Improve arthroscopy training. 

Source: GlobalData 
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M&A deals in all sectors 

M&A activity in the AR market is intensifying, with access to technology being the principal rationale for most deals. 

Providers of 3D visualization, collaboration solutions, and hardware makers are prime acquisition targets as the industry 

pursues more engaging and immersive experiences. While most acquirers targeted AR software providers over the past 

two years, big players like Snap, Google, Meta, and Apple have also bought hardware vendors to develop new devices. 

The key M&A deals associated with the AR theme since March 2020 are listed in the table below. 

Table 4: M&A deals in all sectors 

Date announced Acquirer Target Value ($M) Target company description 

Mar 2022 Niantic  8th Wall Not disclosed WebAR services provider 

Feb 2022 PTC RE’FLEKT Not disclosed Enterprise AR software provider 

Dec 2021 Meta ImagineOptix Not disclosed AR optics technology provider 

Sep 2021 Qualcomm Wikitude Not disclosed AR software provider, expert in SLAM 

Aug 2021 Byju’s Whodat Not disclosed Consumer AR software provider 

Jul 2021 Snap Vertebrae Not disclosed AR shopping software provider 

Jun 2021 Discord Ubiquity6 Not disclosed Consumer AR software provider 

May 2021 Snap WaveOptics 500 AR smart glasses display maker 

May 2021 NexTech AR Threedy.ai 10 AI 3D modeling solutions provider 

May 2021 TeamViewer Viscopic Not disclosed AR and 3D visualization provider 

Apr 2021 Dev Clever Holdings Veative Labs 75 AR and VR learning solutions provider 

Mar 2021 Snap Fit Analytics 124 AR garment sizing solution provider 

Mar 2021 TeamViewer Upskill Not disclosed Enterprise AR software provider 

Mar 2021 Unity Technologies Visual Live 3D Not disclosed Enterprise AR software provider  

Feb 2021 Match Group Hyperconnect 1,730 AR solutions provider for social media 

Feb 2021 The Gores Group* Matterport 640 AR and digital twins solution provider 

Jan 2021 Snap Aeriel AI Not disclosed AI 3D modeling solutions provider 

Jan 2021 Xerox CareAR Not disclosed Enterprise AR software provider 

Sep 2020 Meta Lemnis Not disclosed MR software and hardware provider 

Sep 2020 Surgalign Holdings Holo Surgical 125 AR-based spine surgery tool provider  

Aug 2020 Apple Camerai Not disclosed AI and AR software provider 

Aug 2020 Apple Spaces Not disclosed AR expert for location-based experience 

Jul 2020 TeamViewer Ubimax Not disclosed Wearables and AR solutions provider 

Jun 2020 Google North 180 Consumer AR smart glasses maker 

Mar 2020 Niantic 6D.ai Not disclosed Consumer AR software provider 

Source: GlobalData 

*Part of a special purpose acquisition (SPAC) deal that led Matterport to merge with Gores Holdings VI, an affiliate of The Gores Group, and go public on Nasdaq. 
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Company filings trends 

AR’s promise varies between the healthcare industries. There are few apparent use cases for pharma companies, and 

those that exist have excited little enthusiasm. Annual mentions of AR in pharma companies’ filings have never exceeded 

50. Medical devices companies have been more vocal about AR; they mentioned the technology 165 times in 2021. 

Healthcare providers are somewhere in between. This reflects the state of AR in these industries generally: it shows the 

most promise in medical devices, the next most in healthcare provision, and the least in pharma. 

Figure 17: Medical devices companies mention AR more than healthcare providers or pharma companies 

Medical devices companies mentioned AR in their filings 265 times in 2021. 

 

Source: GlobalData, Company Filing Analytics 
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AR hiring trends 

There is little hiring for AR-based positions across healthcare sectors. As seen by their filings, companies are interested 

in AR but are waiting until its value is more proven before committing to hiring. Over 320 AR-based positions were posted 

between July 2019 and December 2021. Virtual reality (VR), a more mature theme, saw over 1,300 related jobs posted 

in the same period. 

Interest spiked in Q3 2021 when there was significant hype around the metaverse: 45 AR jobs were posted in October 

2021, and over 30 were posted in November 2021.  

Figure 18: There is little AR-related hiring in healthcare 

Monthly posted jobs have never exceeded 55.  

 

Source: GlobalData, Job Analytics 
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AR social media trends 

GlobalData’s Social Media Analytics tool shows that AR is mentioned often on Twitter by healthcare influencers. Notably, 

mentions increased when the metaverse hype increased (between September and October 2021), but sentiment 

became more negative. As healthcare deals with a somber subject, it is generally more skeptical of new, gimmicky 

technologies.  

The same attitude partially explains healthcare’s relatively low uptake of AR to date. Healthcare customers do not want 

fun or novel experiences in the way consumer goods, foodservice, sports, or technology customers might.  

Figure 19: Healthcare influencers mention AR over half a million times a month 

In March 2021, AR was mentioned almost 800,000 times. 

 

Source: GlobalData, Social Media Analytics 
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The use of AR will increase in the coming years, fueled by the emergence of new use cases, greater availability of 5G 

networks, and new hardware. 

The major milestones in the journey of the AR theme are set out in the timeline below. 

Figure 20: The AR story 

How did this theme get here and where is it going? 

 

Source: GlobalData 
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Companies 

In this section, GlobalData highlights companies making their mark within the AR theme. 

Leading AR adopters in healthcare 

The table below lists some healthcare companies currently deploying AR and summarizes their competitive position. 

Table 5: Leading AR adopters in healthcare 

Company Country Competitive position in the AR theme 

Case Western 
Reserve University 
(CWRU) 

US 

CWRU is a research university that offers educational and research programs. Along with the Cleveland Clinic, 
it partnered with Microsoft in 2017 to release a HoloLens app called HoloAnatomy, enabling users to study 
human anatomy with a high level of detail and interactivity. CWRU has been at the forefront of implementing 
AR in its medical curriculum and opened its new health education campus in collaboration with the Cleveland 
Clinic in 2019, using the HoloAnatomy platform for student training and teaching.  

GSK UK 
GSK used an AR app by BakerHicks to remotely validate the design of a new aseptic manufacturing facility at 
Barnard Castle. The app, run on Microsoft’s HoloLens, projected the design model onto the plant space within 
the facility.  

Imperial College 
London 

UK 

Imperial College conducted the world’s first virtual ward round for medical students in early 2020. A class of 
350 medical students remotely watched a consultant equipped with a Microsoft HoloLens headset examine 
patients. HoloLens allows clinicians to pin virtual pictures, including X-ray scans, medical history, and 
radiographs, to displays and circle details they wish to highlight. 

Additionally, the college used AR to stream surgical sessions. As well as streaming, AR headsets recorded 
sessions and added them to a library.  

Lucile Packard 
Children’s Hospital 
at Stanford 

US 
Doctors at the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford used EchoPixel’s medical visualization software to 
map the native vessels supplying the lungs of patients afflicted with pulmonary atresia with major 
aortopulmonary collateral arteries before surgery. 

Pfizer US 
In 2017, Pfizer used AR to answer patient questions about its non-prescription ThermaCare pain relief products 
in stores. Customers could pinpoint their pain areas on a human body model on an app, which then identified 
the most appropriate product. 

Source: GlobalData 
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Leading AR vendors 

The table below lists some of the leading players within the AR theme and summarizes their competitive position. 

Table 6: Leading AR vendors 

Company Country Competitive position in the AR theme 

Alibaba China 

In 2018, Alibaba, the Chinese ecommerce giant, launched Taobao Buy, an app that makes online shopping 
interactive. The app, accessible via Microsoft’s HoloLens headsets, allows users to browse and interact, using 
hand gestures, with 3D holograms of a select range of products from Alibaba’s online store. In 2019, Alibaba 
partnered with Perfect Corp to bring AR beauty solutions to its shopping apps, Tmall and Taobao. 

To enhance its AR capabilities, Alibaba acquired Infinity AR, an Israel-based AR and computer vision start-up, 
in 2019. It has also invested in AR companies like WayRay (developer of AR-enabled in-car navigation 
systems) and Magic Leap. In August 2020, Alibaba’s AutoNavi, a Chinese web mapping, navigation, and 
location-based services provider, integrated AR into its Gaode Map app for vehicle distance monitoring and 
precision navigation. The feature also alerts drivers of potential collisions, traffic lights, and pedestrians. With 
this, Alibaba outdid Google and Apple, which, at the time, only offered AR features for pedestrians in their 
maps. 

Alphabet (parent 
company of 
Google) 

US 

Google is well-positioned to benefit from AR in the long run, thanks largely to its ARCore (also called Google 
Play Services for AR), which had an installed base of 633 million devices in 2020, up from 250 million in 2018 
(according to ARtillery Intelligence). Its other AR services include Chrome AR (its WebAR platform), Cloud 
Anchors (its AR cloud platform), and Scene Viewer (a tool that allows users to view 3D models of products 
on websites). Its AR navigation feature for Google Maps, Live View, became available on Pixel phones in May 
2019 before being rolled out to all smartphones supporting AR. In July 2021, the company announced the 
addition of AR masks and filters to its Meet video calling service. It offers the Google Cloud platform to AR 
developers for storing and streaming AR content on demand. 

Google is strong in the AR smart glasses market, thanks to Android, which offers many in-built AI and AR 
tools to develop apps and features. Google Glass Enterprise Edition 2, launched in 2019, supports enterprises 
with computer vision, conversational platforms, and ML applications. Google acquired North (maker of 
Focals smart glasses) in 2020, suggesting that it will once again target the consumer smart glasses market 
following the failure of the original Google Glass in 2015. 

Amazon US 

Amazon positions itself in the AR market as a service provider rather than a device maker. In 2017, Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) launched Sumerian, a managed service that aims to help developers create AR, VR, and 
3D apps and games. The service is integrated with other AWS services, including Lex (the technology behind 
the Alexa virtual assistant), Polly (which turns text into speech), and serverless computing platform Lambda. 
Alexa is also available on smart glasses like the Vuzix Blade. 

On the retail side, the AR View feature on Amazon’s mobile app allows users to visualize how products such 
as chairs, tables, and sofas would look in their homes. In 2018, Amazon patented an AR mirror that dresses 
users in virtual clothing. In 2020, it launched the Amazon Augmented Reality app, which allows users to scan 
QR codes on Amazon packaging and view fun AR images. Amazon is reportedly working on AR cloud 
development to compete against Microsoft, Google, Apple, and Meta. 

Apple US 

Apple is a strong endorser of AR. Its AR game plan is heavily dependent on its AR SDKs, such as the ARKit 
(launched in 2017), which operates on all iOS devices, and the RealityKit (accessible on iOS and Mac devices). 
The company also offers AR creation tools such as Reality Composer (a library of AR content for developers) 
and AR Quick Look (that positions 3D objects in the real world). The RealityKit and AR creation tools work in 
conjunction with the ARKit. Apple has added LiDAR sensors to its flagship iPhones and iPads for precise 3D 
mapping, boosting the SLAM capabilities of ARKit and enabling developers to create realistic AR content. 
ARKit is also integrated with the Safari browser for WebAR experiences.  

Apple’s long-awaited AR headset and smart glasses are in development and will reportedly debut in 2022. 
Apple is expected to lead the charge in consumer AR smart glasses, thanks to its experience in designing 
compelling wearables and ability to build ecosystems around those devices. It will also benefit from its 
massive, dedicated user base and consumer perception of it as more privacy-friendly than many of its peers. 

ByteDance China 

ByteDance, the developer of TikTok, is expanding its foothold in the AR market with its AR Effects platform. 
This is integrated into TikTok, allowing users to add AR filters to their videos. In May 2020, ByteDance 
launched AR Brand Effect as a service, allowing brands to build interactive ads in TikTok. Subsequently, in 
June 2020, it launched TikTok For Business to help marketers make AR ads that mirror user content. Using 
the Branded Scan option in the new platform, brands can develop AR versions of their products, which TikTok 
users can then place in their videos for wider promotion. Big brands like Spotify and Estée Lauder-owned 
MAC have launched AR-based ad campaigns on ByteDance’s social media platform. ByteDance is competing 
with the likes of Snap and Meta for a share of the social media-based AR entertainment and ads markets. 

Magic Leap US 
Magic Leap is one of the best-known AR start-ups, having raised about $3 billion in funding between 2014 
and 2020, backed by the likes of Google, Qualcomm, and Alibaba. However, its first MR headset, Magic Leap 
One (launched in August 2018), received mixed reviews and disappointing sales. Reports suggested that 
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2,000 units were sold in the first week of release, but demand declined sharply after that, with many 
consumers put off by the high price (the cheapest version was priced at $2,295 in 2018). The company faced 
existential challenges amid the pandemic in 2020, which lead it to reduce its workforce by 50% and shutter 
its consumer business. Consequently, the company’s valuation fell from $6.4 billion in December 2019 to 
$450 million in June 2020. At the time of writing, the company is working on its second headset, Magic Leap 
Two, targeted at enterprises in the healthcare, manufacturing, defense, and public sector markets. It was 
slated for launch in late 2021. 

Meta (formerly 
Facebook) 

US 

Meta’s AR drive has been spearheaded by the Spark AR Studio (launched as the Camera Effects Platform in 
2017). The platform was compatible with 1.6 billion devices in 2020, the highest amongst all mobile AR 
platforms, according to ARtillery Intelligence. Meta has nearly 10,000 employees working on AR and VR 
devices, according to a March 2021 report published by The Information. It offers AR filters to users of its 
Messenger and Instagram platforms and helps companies incorporate AR-based ads and virtual try-on 
solutions for consumer products. The company has partnered with Luxottica to develop AR smart glasses, 
which are expected to launch by 2023 at the latest. In 2019, Meta acquired CTRL-Labs for its 
electromyography (EMG) technology that could enable impulse-based control of AR smart glasses. Meta 
wants to use this technology to change the way people communicate with smart devices 

Microsoft US 

Microsoft’s approach to the AR market focuses mainly on its HoloLens headset, first introduced in 2016. It 
has worked with the US Army since 2018 to integrate the latter’s IVAS tool into HoloLens headsets under a 
$480 million contract. Subsequently, in April 2021, it won a production contract, potentially worth $22 billion 
over 10 years, to supply 120,000 IVAS-integrated HoloLens headsets to the US Army. The successor device, 
HoloLens 2 (launched in 2019), features a range of hardware and software upgrades. It comes with cloud 
services such as Azure Spatial Anchors (for developing spatially aware apps) and Azure Remote Rendering 
(for streaming high-quality interactive 3D content). The HoloLens 2 headset is designed for enterprises in the 
automotive, aerospace, manufacturing, and healthcare industries. It also features a free preview version of 
the under-development Microsoft Mesh, an enterprise-grade metaverse for collaboration. 

Niantic US 

Founded as an internal start-up within Google, Niantic is best known as the developer of Pokémon Go. 
According to a report from Sensor Tower, the mobile AR game has generated $5 billion in revenue since its 
launch in 2016. Other notable mobile AR games developed by the company include Ingress Prime and Harry 
Potter: Wizards Unite (with WB Games San Francisco). Niantic’s AR cloud platform, called Lightship 
(previously known as Real World Platform), aims to improve the game development process by addressing 
technical barriers like latency. In September 2020, Niantic formed the Planet-Scale AR Alliance, including 
Deutsche Telekom, EE, Globe Telecom, Orange, SK Telecom, SoftBank, Telus, and Verizon, focused on 
developing consumer AR use cases using the telcos’ 5G networks. The company has also indicated that it 
plans to develop AR smart glasses, but details were limited at the time of writing. 

Qualcomm US 

Qualcomm’s AR activities range from chips, developer reference AR headset kits, and SDKs to content 
development. It launched the XR1 chipset in 2018, claiming that it would improve battery life, enhance audio 
and video quality, and reduce power consumption and temperature on AR headsets. It also boasts that its 
Cloud AI 100 chipsets will fuel the development of cloud-based AR services. It has partnered with Tobii to 
explore eye tracking technologies, which are becoming a staple feature of AR headsets. In June 2021, 
Qualcomm partnered with PhotonicSENS, a provider of single-lens 3D depth-perception cameras, to improve 
the quality of images and enable AR on smartphones using the Snapdragon 888 5G platform. In addition, the 
company works with 15 telecom operators to develop and commercialize XR viewers for immersive 
experiences over 5G networks. 

Samsung 
Electronics 

South 
Korea 

Samsung Electronics is active in several segments of the AR value chain, ranging from semiconductors to 
devices and apps. It demoed an experimental AR headset in 2018 and a prototype of AR smart glasses in 
2020 but has yet to launch any of those devices commercially. While videos of Samsung-branded smart 
glasses, capable of projecting a virtual screen in the wearer’s FOV and controlled via smartwatches, were 
leaked in February 2021, Samsung has yet to confirm the devices officially. 

Meanwhile, several Samsung smartphones are compatible with Google’s ARCore, making them capable of 
running AR apps. In April 2021, Samsung released a beta version of AR Canvas, which allows users to create 
semi-persistent AR on Galaxy smartphones. The app was reportedly built using Samsung’s Project Whare, an 
AR cloud initiative intended to deliver multi-user experiences, persistent content, and cross-platform support 
for ARCore and ARKit. Earlier, in March 2021, Samsung added a Snapchat Lens feature on its Galaxy A-series 
smartphones, allowing users to access Snapchat filters from the devices’ camera apps. While these are moves 
in the right direction, Samsung has a long way to go before it can match Apple’s AR capabilities. 

Snap US 

Snap is best known for the Snapchat platform. With 293 million daily active users at the end of Q2 2021, 
Snapchat offers a range of AR features like Lenses (AR filters), 3D Bitmojis (personalized emojis), and 
Snappables (interactive AR filters) via its Lens Studio. In December 2020, it claimed that over 1.5 million 
Snapchat lenses had been created by users, amassing more than 1 trillion views on the social media platform. 
It also gives brands the ability to build AR ads and virtual try-on solutions. AR-based ecommerce is a prime 
focus for Snap. It has acquired AR shopping firm Vertebrae (in July 2021), fashion suggestion app Screenshop 
(April 2021), and garment sizing firm Fit Analytics (March 2021) to bolster its capabilities in this market. 
Beyond ecommerce, Snap has partnered with dating app Bumble to allow users of the latter app the ability 
to use Snapchat’s AR filters while interacting with dating matches. It has also partnered with Walt Disney to 
let visitors to Walt Disney World Resort in Florida interact with AR-based Mickey and Minnie Mouse via 
Snapchat filters. 
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It also sells Spectacles smart glasses, which do not support AR but can capture photos and videos that can 
be overlaid with AR via the Snapchat app on connected smartphones. In May 2021, Snap unveiled its first 
AR-enabled Spectacles smart glasses. The devices are not yet on general sale but are available by application 
to creators (people who develop AR content using Snapchat tools). The company also acquired WaveOptics, 
maker of the Spectacles display, for $500 million in the same month. AR is at the heart of Snap’s business, 
and it is developing both AR software and hardware capabilities to lead in the theme in the coming years. 

Tencent China 

Tencent, which has over one billion monthly active users on its WeChat platform, has been a long-term 
advocate of AR. The company’s involvement in the technology spans from developing WeChat’s AR 
framework (QAR) in 2017 to the launch of the mobile AR game Let’s Hunt Monsters in 2019. It introduced 
AR on the WeChat mini-program platform in 2019, allowing users to access AR-based gaming, shopping, 
virtual try-ons, and real estate inquiries, and brands to incorporate AR ads. Tencent has also funded start-
ups like Oben (which develops AI-based 3D AR avatars) and Innovega (a developer of AR smart glasses and 
contact lenses). 

Unity US 

Unity provides the most widely used AR game development platform. With expertise in creating games, 
interactive experiences, virtual avatars, and simulation platforms, Unity offers many 2D and 3D models, 
templates, SDKs, and AR tools for developers through the Unity Asset Store. The company supports the 
leading AR devices and serves as an integrated platform for Apple’s ARKit, Google’s ARCore, and Snap’s AR 
Lens Studio. It invests in AI to bolster its 3D features and offer flexible, creative tools for developers to create 
AR content. In 2020, Unity introduced the Mixed and Augmented Reality Studio (MARS), a set of tools 
designed for developers to build AR experiences in any physical space without requiring extensive coding. In 
March 2021, it acquired VisualLive, a company that supports AR visualization and collaboration in the 
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry. 

Vuzix US 

Vuzix offers AR smart glasses and software products to enterprises and consumers. Backed by Intel (which 
holds a 30% stake), Vuzix has over 150 patents for smart glasses. It also partners with companies like Verizon, 
ProGloves, and TensorMark to develop new solutions for its devices. Vuzix supported DHL’s Vision Picking 
program from 2015 until Google Glass replaced it in 2019, and it develops Toshiba’s business-focused AR 
smart glasses. In 2019, Vuzix introduced a variant of the Blade smart glasses, certified as personal protective 
equipment in both the US and EU. It also offers a consumer version of its Blade devices, featuring high-street 
navigation, games, and video streaming services. 

Source: GlobalData 
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Specialist AR vendors in healthcare 

The table below lists some of the specialist AR vendors in the healthcare sector and summarizes their competitive 

position. 

Table 7: Specialist AR vendors in healthcare 

Company Country Competitive position in the AR theme 

AccuVein US 

AccuVein is a medical imaging solutions provider renowned for its vein illumination technology. Vein 
illumination allows HCPs to see a map of peripheral veins on the skin’s surface to improve venipuncture. 
AccuVein’s AR vein viewing system, released in 2013, is the world’s first handheld, non-contact vein 
illumination solution and is built on AccuVein’s proprietary technology. 

Aira US 

Aira is a monthly subscription service for blind and visually impaired people. When a patient is wearing a 
pair of smart glasses or holding their phone camera, an Aira agent can see what the visually impaired person 
sees in real-time and talk them through whatever situation they are facing. The platform is activated when 
a blind user’s smart glasses pair with their smartphone. Users then activate their smart glasses to request 
to be connected in real-time with a certified Aira Agent via the platform´s routing system. Once the request 
is accepted, the agent will see what the user sees with less than a second latency while receiving real-time 
streaming updates from sources such as Google Maps, GPS, Street View, object recognition, and distance 
readings. Agents can then assist users in performing a myriad of daily activities, ranging from navigating city 
streets and catching a plane to ordering meals from a restaurant menu.  

Apprentice.io US 

Apprentice.io’s platform helps pharma manufacturing companies get their medicine to patients faster. The 
offering comprises two products. The manufacturing execution system (MES) aims to replace the paper-
based system currently used in planning with an AR-based system. Typically, location management, 
equipment management, material management, and authoring procedure documentation is held in massive 
binders with instructions that are thousands of steps long. Additionally, detailed records of all equipment 
readouts and executed steps must be logged. Apprentice.io’s MES system delivers photos, video 
instructions, text-to-voice readouts, and other guidance materials to users’ headsets while they are in their 
suite. Some of the logging can be done automatically by the headset and an IoT scales product, and manual 
data collection can be made easier with an iPad. Users can also take photos, videos, and audio notes (which 
the MES system transcribes). The Tandem collaboration product facilitates live collaboration in a pharma 
manufacturing facility. Manufacturing companies often have to fly overseers, engineers, technicians, and 
compliance personnel around the world to attend to equipment. Tandem allows on-site workers to stream 
experience to remote experts, reducing travel costs. 

Arspectra Luxembourg 

Arspectra’s AR headsets for surgeons aim to circumvent the issues that conventional displays present to 
medical procedures. These displays require surgeons to look back and forth between operating site and 
screen, and map what is shown on the 2D screen to reality. The headsets deliver instructions, patient 
medical data, medical images, and 3D guidance in the surgeon’s view.  

Atheer US 

The company created the Augmented interactive Reality (AiR) smart glasses platform, which is designed to 
enhance productivity in healthcare and a wide range of other industries. AiR Glasses enable users to view 
critical work information in their field of view and interact with it using familiar gestures, voice commands, 
and motion tracking. With the AiR Enterprise Suite, users can collaborate with remote experts via video calls 
and receive guidance through real-time image annotations to increase efficiency.  

Augmedics US 

The company aims to improve healthcare by improving surgical processes that solve clinical needs and instill 
technology in the surgical workflow. Its Xvision spine system, the first AR navigation technology used in 
surgery, allows surgeons to see the patient’s anatomy through skin and tissue as if they have X-ray vision, 
allowing them to navigate instruments and implants during procedures.  

Beyeonics Israel 
Beyeonics One is a surgical microscope for ophthalmic surgeries. It streams stereoscopic, detail-rich imaging 
and a 3D immersive display to a headset-wearing user. Customizable data streams can be overlaid onto the 
surgeon’s display, and the user interface can be controlled with hand gestures. 

Brain Power US 

Brain Power, a neurotechnology company, has continued the development of its award-winning 
Empowered Brain smart glasses for children with autism, following a highly successful crowdfunding 
campaign in 2018. Empowered Brain is a wearable technology to help students with autism (or those on 
individualized education programs for social-emotional learning or behaviors) teach themselves crucial life 
skills. Brain Power developed the AR system in collaboration with Google, Affectiva, Amazon, MIT, Harvard, 
and Stanford.  

CAE Healthcare Germany 
Software developed by CAE Healthcare runs on Microsoft’s HoloLens, shows users 3D models of the heart, 
and lets them practice implanting the Micra pacemaker. 

EchoPixel US 
EchoPixel’s True 3D medical visualization software can help HCPs visualize and interact with 3D images that 
depict human tissue and organs in open space as if they were real objects. EchoPixel claims to have helped 
doctors at the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford precisely map the native vessels supplying the 
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lungs of patients afflicted with pulmonary atresia with major aortopulmonary collateral arteries before 
surgery. 

Layar China 

The Layar app lets users view extra digital information on what is in front of them using its AR camera 
feature. Layar includes a healthcare-specific feature called AED4U, which shows automated external 
defibrillators (AEDs) currently available near app users. Layar only shows AEDs that are available when using 
the application. AED4EU provides the location and, if possible, the phone number and address of the nearest 
available AED.  

Insight Medical 
Systems 

US 
Insight Medical Systems’s ARVIS AR device for orthopedic navigation is cleared for use in the US for total 
hip, total knee, and unicompartmental knee arthroplasty. The product helps surgeons navigate the joint 
during surgery. 

MediView US 

MediView’s Acuity Augmented Reality Surgical Navigation tools have helped surgeons insert probes more 
accurately into tumors during kidney ablation procedures. This approach does away with the X-rays, CT 
scans, and ultrasounds that such procedures typically involve. The technologies have been evaluated in 11 
in-person procedures at the Cleveland Clinic. 

Medivis US 

Medivis’s AR platform for surgical applications, SurgicalAR, was cleared for clinical use in the operating room 
by the FDA in May 2019, followed by immediate commercialization of the platform in the US. The SurgicalAR 
platform is a visualization tool that guides surgical navigation, which the company claims can decrease 
complications and improve patient outcomes while lowering surgical costs. The company has established 
partnerships with PC makers, such as Dell and Microsoft, to supply hardware, and research institutions, such 
as the University of Pennsylvania and New York University, to run trials.  

Medsights Tech US 

Medsights is a specialist in imaging technologies. Its AR-integrated software creates 3D reconstructions of 
tumors. The software empowers surgeons with X-ray views, reducing radiation exposure. The software is 
designed to be intuitive for medical specialists, including technicians and surgeons. It has also been tested 
for skin and subcutaneous, head and neck, gastrointestinal tract, endocrine, and retroperitoneal 
pathologies.  

Novarad US 

Novarad has been a prominent player within healthcare imaging and diagnostics in medicine for 30 years. 
Its OpenSight, a first-of-its-kind AR medical solution for Microsoft HoloLens, has received clearance for use 
in pre-operative surgical planning. OpenSight renders 2D, 3D, and 4D images of patients interactively while 
accurately overlaying them directly onto the patient’s body. Along with patented virtual tool technology and 
an integrated targeting system, it allows doctors to see the patient both outside and inside simultaneously 
to plan surgery more accurately.  

Orca Health US 

Orca Health is a mobile software company that aims to bridge the gap in the patient-healthcare provider 
relationship. Orca’s EyeDecide app uses the camera display to simulate the impact of specific conditions on 
a person’s vision. EyeDecide can show a simulation of a patient’s vision. For instance, the app can 
demonstrate the impact of cataracts or age-related macular degeneration, an eye disease that leads to 
gradual vision loss.  

Philips Netherlands Philips’s ClarifEye AR Surgical Navigation product guides surgeons in minimally invasive spinal surgeries. 

Pixelbug Canada 

Launched in 2013, Pixelbug’s healthcare app helps physicians easily understand the functioning of a new 
medical device or its mechanism of action using AR. The app provides a 3D display of a medical device that 
users can view and interact with while also providing instructions on using the device. The app allows users 
to dismantle devices to view their components.  

Proprio Vision US 

Proprio uses machine learning, computer vision, and AR user interfaces to improve the accuracy and 
efficiency of surgery. Proprio develops healthcare systems for real-time immersive video and mediated 
reality interaction. It uses algorithms and custom hardware to enhance human capabilities in high-precision 
activities such as brain surgery.  

Proximie UK 
Proximie’s AR platform allows clinicians to virtually access operating rooms or labs from anywhere in the 
world. The platform empowers clinicians to share their skills in real-time and reduces variation in treatment.  

PTC US 
PTC’s Vuforia Expert Capture product serves two functions. First, less-experienced workers can learn from 
recordings experts make of themselves performing tasks on manufacturing premises. Second, less-
experienced workers can receive guidance remotely by streaming their live view to an expert. 

Resonai Israel 
Resonai’s Vera helps administrators in healthcare facilities to build asset management and facility navigation 
tools. A professional with a headset can be guided around the facility and notified of maintenance requests, 
and log demands. 

SentiAR US 
The company uses AR to create a holographic visualization of a patient’s anatomy, designed for clinicians. 
That image floats over the patient during interventional procedures like treating cardiac arrhythmias in a 
catheter lab.  

Sygnature 
Discovery 

UK 
In 2019, Sygnature Discovery’s VisMol product reached the prototype stage. VisMol is a collaborative 
molecular visualization product. Sygnature Discovery hopes that moving to an AR platform will improve 
collaboration in molecular research. 
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TeamViewer 
(parent company 
of Upskill) 

UK 

Upskill’s Skylight uses AR and wearable technology to deliver higher productivity and reduced costs. Low-
skill technicians can be trained with Skylight. Experienced technicians can record their view of themselves 
performing tasks and comment on what they are doing as they do it. Similarly, low-skill technicians can 
receive guidance from experts watching their view remotely. 

Titian UK 
Titian’s Mosaic AR product helps research laboratory staff with sample management. It confirms that a 
sample is correct by scanning the barcode, delivering relevant instructions, and performing the logging 
necessary for compliance. 

Visible Body US 

Visible Body, launched in 2007, aims to make teaching and learning anatomy more engaging and visually 
interactive. It creates human anatomy apps and has integrated AR into its Human Anatomy Atlas. The apps 
offer 3D medical visualization to users, allowing them to place a virtual human organ or complete human 
body model on any flat surface, view it, or step through a virtual dissection.  

Source: GlobalData 
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Sector Scorecard 

At GlobalData, we use a scorecard approach to predict tomorrow’s leading companies within each sector.  

For a full explanation of thematic scoring, please refer to the methodology section at the back of this report. 

Healthcare sector scorecard 

Who’s who  

Figure 21: Who does what in the healthcare space? 

 

Source: GlobalData                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         © GlobalData 
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Thematic screen  

Figure 22: Our thematic screen ranks companies based on overall leadership in the 10 themes that matter most to 
their industry, generating a leading indicator of future performance. 

 

Key: 1 (red) implies this theme will have a negative impact on earnings over the next 12 months; 3 (amber) implies a neutral impact; and 5 (green) a positive impact. See 
Appendix for an explanation of our research methodology. 

Source: GlobalData                                                                                                                                                                                                  © GlobalData 
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Microsoft 2,311,359 MSFT USA 4 4 4 5 4 5 3 3 4 5 1

Alphabet 1,842,067 GOOGL USA 3 4 4 5 5 5 1 5 4 5 2

Cisco 231,636 CSCO USA 4 4 5 4 5 4 2 4 4 4 3

Amazon 1,658,807 AMZN USA 3 4 4 5 5 5 3 3 4 2 4

IBM 116,928 IBM USA 4 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 5

Oscar Health 2,097 OSCR USA 4 4 2 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 6

AXA 69,302 CS France 4 2 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 5 7

Apple 2,849,538 AAPL USA 3 4 4 5 4 2 2 5 4 4 8

Humana 55,155 HUM USA 4 3 3 4 4 4 5 4 2 3 9

Accenture 223,393 ACN Ireland 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 10

UnitedHealth 479,830 UNH USA 4 4 2 4 5 3 4 3 3 1 11

Ping An Insurance 135,642 601318 China 4 2 4 5 4 4 2 4 2 3 12

Cigna 76,286 CI USA 4 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 1 4 13

Cleveland Clinic Unlisted Unlisted USA 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 14

Cerner 27,445 CERN USA 4 5 3 2 4 2 4 3 3 3 15

Tata Consultancy Services 180,534 TCS India 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 16

Mayo Clinic Unlisted Unlisted USA 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 17

Allianz 97,872 ALV Germany 3 2 4 5 3 3 3 2 3 5 18

Walmart 409,795 WMT USA 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 19

One Medical 2,128 ONEM USA 4 3 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 1 20

Tencent 459,546 700 China 2 1 2 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 21

Anthem 118,534 ANTM USA 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 22

LabCorp 24,626 LH USA 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 1 23

Munich Re 37,670 MUV2 Germany 2 2 2 5 5 3 2 3 4 3 24

HCA Healthcare 75,692 HCA USA 4 2 3 3 3 3 1 4 3 4 25

Quest Diagnostics 16,349 DGX USA 3 3 1 4 4 3 2 3 5 1 26

Tenet 9,388 THC USA 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 1 27

Centene 49,072 CNC USA 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 28

Walgreens Boots Alliance 38,649 WBA USA 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 29

McKesson 45,858 MCK USA 3 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 30

CVS Health 132,839 CVS USA 3 2 2 4 3 3 3 2 3 4 31

Assicurazioni Generali 36,336 G Italy 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 1 32

Fresenius 20,607 FRE Germany 3 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 33

Kaiser Permanente Unlisted Unlisted USA 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 4 34

Molina Healthcare 19,573 MOH USA 3 2 2 3 3 2 5 2 3 1 35

DaVita 10,892 DVA USA 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 4 3 2 36

CommonSpirit Health Unlisted Unlisted USA 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 37

Apollo Hospitals 8,566APOLLOHOSPIndia 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 38

Capsule Unlisted Unlisted USA 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 1 39

Berkshire Hathaway 779,542 BRK.A USA 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 1 2 1 40

Ramsay Health Care 11,197 RHC Australia 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 41

Universal Health Services 10,843 UHS USA 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 3 3 42

Trinity Health Unlisted Unlisted USA 3 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 43

IHH Healthcare 12,985 IHH Malaysia 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 44

China Life Insurance 97,536 601628 China 1 1 2 4 1 2 3 1 3 1 45

Orpea 2,817 ORP France 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 46
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Valuation screen  

Figure 23: Our valuation screen ranks our universe of companies within a sector based on selected valuation 
metrics. 

 

Key: Green denotes that the company is cheap (15% more attractively priced than the median value for the sector) relative to its global peers; amber denotes it is 
within 15% of the sector median value; and red denotes that it is expensive relative to its global peers. Private companies are shown at the bottom of these rankings 
by default because they do not have a publicly listed market price. See Appendix for an explanation of our research methodology. 

Source: GlobalData                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            © GlobalData 
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Glossary 

Table 8: Glossary 

Term Definition 

5G 
5G refers to the fifth generation of cellular technology standards, that will be based on IMT2020 standards, under 
development by the 3GPP. The term 5G does not explicitly refer to any particular technology or standard and is therefore 
a loose term that can be used and interpreted in multiple different ways, typically for marketing purposes. 

AI chips 

Chips that are designed to perform AI tasks more efficiently, thereby reducing the time taken to, for example, process the 
large data sets associated with ML. They are often referred to as AI accelerators and come in a variety of forms, including 
graphics processing units (GPUs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs). 

Algorithm 
A finite sequence of well-defined instructions implemented by a computer to solve a class of problems or to perform a 
computation. 

Application 
programming 
interface (API) 

A set of defined methods of communication between programs so that information can be exchanged without the need to 
access the core of either program. 

Application-specific 
integrated circuits 
(ASICs) 

Silicon chips designed to do a single specific task. 

AR cloud A persistent 3D digital copy of the real world. 

Artificial 
intelligence (AI) 

Refers to software-based systems that use data inputs to make decisions on their own. 

Augmented reality 
(AR) 

Technology that allows the user to see the real world overlaid with a layer of digital content such as sensor-based data, 
location-based data, sound, video, or graphics. 

Central processing 
unit (CPU) 

The unit that performs most of the processing inside a computer. It carries out all the logical and arithmetical operations. 

Computer vision 
One of the key AI technologies, this category includes all technology that attempts to capture and interpret images or videos 
in a meaningful or useful way. There are four main categories of computer vision, namely image recognition, object 
recognition, video recognition, and machine vision. 

Content delivery 
network (CDN) 

A geographically distributed network of servers that store cached meta content on edge servers and act as gateways for bi-
directional data transfer between the servers and users, enabling faster access to high-quality data. 

Context-aware 
computing 

Refers to systems that adapt their behavior according to the physical environment in which they are operating. Contextual 
information can include location, orientation, temperature, light, pressure, and humidity. 

Conversational 
platforms 

Tools that employ a variety of technologies—including speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP), contextual 
awareness, and ML—to enable human-like interaction with computer systems. 

Deep learning A field of ML that is built using artificial neural networks that model the way neurons in the human brain talk to each other. 

Digital twins 
Software representations of assets and processes that are used to understand, predict, and optimize performance in order 
to achieve improved business outcomes. Digital twins typically consist of three components: a data model, a set of analytics 
or algorithms, and knowledge. 

Eye tracking 
A sensor-driven deep learning technology that enables the development of a human-to-machine interface by measuring 
the user’s point of gaze (POG) and eye movement. 

Field of view (FOV) The observable area a person can see through his or her eyes or via an optical device. 

Field programmable 
gate array (FPGA) 

Chips that can be configured by the user. They contain a large pool of logic gates that can be ordered and combined in an 
almost infinite number of designs. FPGAs can be programmed to run a specific algorithm for a particular task, and then 
reprogrammed for another purpose once the task is complete. 

Flash memory An electronic (solid-state) non-volatile computer storage medium that can be electrically erased and reprogrammed. 

Frame rate 
Frame rate—measured in frames per second—refers to the frequency at which a GPU renders successive images on a 
device’s display. 

Game publisher 
Publishers publish video games that have either been developed internally or externally by a third-party video game 
developer. Traditionally (as with book publishers), video game publishers are responsible for their product's manufacturing 
and marketing, including market research and all aspects of advertising. 
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Graphics processing 
unit (GPU) 

A programmable logic chip specialized for display functions. Modern GPUs are able to manipulate computer graphics and 
provide image processing very efficiently. They are also able to take large data sets and perform the same operation 
repeatedly and at high speed, which has made them fundamental to the development of artificial intelligence technologies. 

Haptics 
Technology that stimulates the senses of touch and motion, in order to reproduce sensations that would be felt by a user 
interacting directly with a physical object. 

Head-mounted 
display (HMD) 

A type of computer display device or monitor that is worn on the head or is built in as part of a helmet. 

Machine learning 
(ML) 

An application of AI that gives computer systems the ability to learn and improve from data without being explicitly 
programmed. 

Machine vision 
Technology that applies computer vision to industrial and manufacturing functions. The technology is a combination of 
software and hardware that provides operational control to devices to execute functions such as capturing and processing 
images and measuring various characteristics required for decision making. 

Metaverse A virtual world where users share experiences and interact in real-time within simulated scenarios. 

Microprocessor An integrated circuit that incorporates all the functions of a central processing unit. 

Mixed reality (MR) A hybrid technology that enables the user to see and interact with virtual objects integrated into the real world. 

Motion tracking The process of measuring the movement of an object in 2D or 3D space. 

Natural language 
processing (NLP) 

A field of AI concerned with enabling computers to analyze, understand, and derive meaning from human language (both 
text and speech). 

Neural networks 
(NNs) 

Inspired by the structure of the brain, NNs are one of the main tools used in ML. An artificial neural network has anywhere 
from dozens to millions of artificial neurons—called units—arranged in a series of layers. The input layer receives various 
forms of information from the outside world. This is the data that the network aims to process or learn about. From the 
input unit, the data goes through one or more hidden units with the aim of transforming the input into something the 
output unit can use. 

Object detection 
An object detection software identifies real-world objects (such as humans, buildings, or cars) in digital images and videos. 
It is powered by algorithms that follow the same process of image classification described above. 

Operating system 
(OS) 

Software that supports a computer’s basic functions, such as scheduling tasks and managing peripherals. Examples include 
Microsoft Windows, Apple’s iOS, and Google’s Android. 

QR code A type of barcode that stores information and can be read by a digital device, such as a cellphone. 

Radio frequency 
(RF) chip 

Integrated circuits designed to transmit or receive radio signals. 

Sensor A device that detects or measures a physical property and then responds accordingly. 

Simultaneous 
localization and 
mapping (SLAM) 

A technology that allows a device (such as a robot) to create a map of its surroundings and orient itself within this map in 
real-time. 

Six degrees of 
freedom (6DoF) 

Refers to the freedom of movement of a rigid body in three-dimensional space. 

Smart glasses 
Computerized eyewear with internet connections that conveys task-specific information and services in the user’s field of 
view (FOV) or into their ears. The devices are typically worn as traditional spectacles and perform user-requested, or 
predefined automated, tasks using augmented reality and audio technologies. 

Smartwatches 
Computerized wristwatches with several smartphone-like features such as touchscreen interface, cellular connectivity, 
internet access, health and fitness monitoring, and interoperability with other connected devices. 

Speech recognition 
Methodologies and technologies that enable a machine or program to identify words and phrases in spoken language and 
convert them to a machine-readable format. 

Streaming A broadcasting process that allows for a multimedia file to be accessed without being downloaded first. 

System on a chip 
(SoC) 

A microchip that contains all the components required for a given electronic system, such as a computer, on a single 
integrated circuit. Its components usually include a graphics processing unit (GPU), a central processing unit (CPU), and 
system memory. 

Virtual reality (VR) 
Technology that aims to immerse the user in an entirely artificial world, which has the illusion of reality. It uses special 
equipment such as a headset or gloves fitted with sensors to simulate a user's physical presence in a 3D environment. 

Source: GlobalData 
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Further Reading 

GlobalData reports 

Table 9: GlobalData reports 

Publication date Report title 

September 2021 Augmented Reality 

March 2022 Digital Transformation in the Healthcare Sector 

January 2022 The State of the Biopharmaceutical Industry 2022 

December 2021 Tech, Media, & Telecom Predictions 2022 

June 2021 Smart Pharma 

February 2021 Augmented Reality in Medical Devices 

January 2021 Augmented Reality in Healthcare 

January 2020 Virtual and Augmented Reality in Healthcare 

December 2019 Forecasts to 2030: Augmented Reality 

Source: GlobalData 

 

  

https://medical.globaldata.com/Reports/details/thematic-research-augmented-reality-2021
https://pharma.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/Conference--Digital-Transformation-in-the-Healthcare-Sector
https://pharma.globaldata.com/Analysis/Details/The-State-of-the-Biopharmaceutical-Industry-2022
https://pharma.globaldata.com/Analysis/TableOfContents/Thematic-Research--Tech--Media----Telecom-Predictions-2022
https://pharma.globaldata.com/Analysis/Details/Thematic-Research--Smart-Pharma
https://medical.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/augmented-reality-in-medical-devices
https://healthcare.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/thematic-research---augmented-reality-in-healthcare
https://pharma.globaldata.com/Analysis/Details/Thematic-Research--Virtual-and-Augmented-Reality-in-Healthcare
https://technology.globaldata.com/Analysis/details/globaldata-thematic-forecasts-augmented-reality
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| Our Thematic Research Methodology 

Companies that invest in the right themes become success stories. Those that miss the important themes in their industry 

end up as failures.  

Viewing the world’s data by themes makes it easier to make important decisions 

We define a theme as any issue that keeps a CEO awake at night. GlobalData’s thematic research ecosystem is a single, 

integrated global research platform that provides an easy-to-use framework for tracking all themes across all companies 

in all sectors. It has a proven track record of identifying the important themes early, enabling companies to make the 

right investments ahead of the competition, and secure that all-important competitive advantage. 

Traditional research does a poor job of picking winners and losers 

The difficulty in picking tomorrow’s winners and losers in any industry arises from the sheer number of technology cycles 

– and other themes – that are in full swing right now. Companies are impacted by multiple themes that frequently 

conflict with one another. What is needed is an effective methodology that reflects, understands, and reconciles these 

conflicts. 

That is why we developed our “thematic engine”  

At GlobalData, we have developed a unique thematic methodology for ranking all companies in all sectors based on their 

relative strength in the big investment themes that are impacting their industries. Our thematic engine identifies which 

companies are best placed to succeed in a future filled with multiple disruptive threats.  

To do this, we rate the performance of the top 1,000 companies against the 50 most important themes impacting those 

companies, generating 50,000 thematic scores. The algorithms in GlobalData’s thematic engine help to identify the long-

term winners and losers within each sector. 

How do we create our sector scorecards? 

First, we split each industry into its component sectors, because each sector is driven by a different set of themes. Taking 

the TMT (technology, media, and telecom) industry as an example, we split this industry into the sectors shown in the 

graphic below. 
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Our five-step approach for generating a sector scorecard 

Here we use the tech, media, and telecom sector as an example sector, for illustration purposes 

 

Source: GlobalData 

 

Second, we identify and rank the top 10 themes for each sector (these can be technology themes, macroeconomic 

themes, or industry-specific themes). Third, we publish in-depth research on specific themes, identifying the winners 

and losers within each theme. The problem is that companies are exposed to multiple investment themes and the 

relative importance of specific themes can fluctuate. So, our fourth step is to create a thematic screen for each sector to 

calculate overall thematic leadership rankings after taking account of all themes impacting that sector. Finally, to give a 

crystal-clear picture, we combine this thematic screen with our valuation and risk screens to generate a sector scorecard 

used to help assess overall winners and losers. 

What is in our sector scorecards? 

Our sector scorecards help us determine which companies are best positioned for a future filled with disruptive threats. 

Each sector scorecard has three screens: 

▪ The thematic screen tells us who are the overall leaders in the 10 themes that matter most, based on the algorithms 

in our thematic engine; 

▪ The valuation screen tells us whether publicly listed players appear cheap or expensive relative to their peers, based 

on consensus forecasts from investment analysts; and 

▪ The risk screen tells us who the riskiest players in each industry are, based on our assessment of four risk categories: 

corporate governance risk, accounting risk, technology risk, and political risk. 

  

Sectors Themes Research Thematic screen Sector scorecard

1. Split the global TMT 2. Identify and rank the 3. Identify and score 4. Calculate overall 5. Rank leading companies in

industry into 17 sectors. top 10 themes disrupting leaders and challengers thematic rankings for each sector using our three 

each sector. for each theme. all companies in a sector. screens.

  Sector scorecard =

Thematic screen

+

Valuation screen

+

Risk screen

Hardware
Semiconductors
Consumer electronics
Component makers
IT infrastructure
Telecom infrastructure
Industrial automation

Software and Services
Application software
Cloud services
Enterprise security
Gaming
IT services

Internet and Media
Ecommerce
Social media
Advertising
Music, film, and TV
Publishing

Telecoms
Telecom services

2. Cloud 
computing

3. Blockchain

1. Artificial 
intelligence

10. Internet 
of Things
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How do we score companies in our thematic screen? 

Our thematic screen ranks companies within a sector based on overall leadership in the 10 themes that matter most to 

their industry, generating a leading indicator of future earnings growth.  

Thematic scores predict the future, not the past.  

Our thematic scores are based on our analysts’ assessment of their competitive position in relation to a theme, on a 

scale of 1 to 5: 

Thematic Scores 

1 Vulnerable The company’s activity in this theme will be highly detrimental to its future performance. 

2 Follower The company’s activity in this theme will be detrimental to its future performance. 

3 Neutral 
The company’s activity in this theme will have a negligible impact on the company’s future performance, or this theme is 
not currently relevant for this company. 

4 Leader  The company is a market leader in this theme. The company’s activity in this theme will improve its future performance. 

5 Dominant 
The company is a dominant player in this theme. The company’s activity in this theme will significantly improve its future 
performance. 

Source: GlobalData 

 

How our research reports fit into our overall thematic research ecosystem? 

Our thematic research ecosystem is designed to assess the impact of all major themes on the leading companies in a 

sector. To do this, we produce three tiers of thematic reports: 

▪ Single Theme: These reports offer in-depth research into a specific theme (e.g. artificial intelligence). They identify 

winners and losers based on technology leadership, market position, and other factors. 

▪ Multi-Theme: These reports cover all themes impacting a sector and the implications for the key players in that 

sector. 

▪ Sector Scorecard: These reports identify those companies most likely to succeed in a world filled with disruptive 

threats. They incorporate our thematic screen to show how conflicting themes interact with one another, as well as 

our valuation and risk screens. 
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| About GlobalData 

GlobalData is a leading provider of data, analytics, and insights on the world's largest industries. 

In an increasingly fast-moving, complex, and uncertain world, it has never been harder for organizations and decision 
makers to predict and navigate the future. This is why GlobalData’s mission is to help our clients to decode the future 
and profit from faster, more informed decisions. As a leading information services company, thousands of clients rely on 
GlobalData for trusted, timely, and actionable intelligence. Our solutions are designed to provide a daily edge to 
professionals within corporations, financial institutions, professional services, and government agencies. 

Unique Data 

We continuously update and enrich 50+ terabytes of unique data to provide an unbiased, authoritative view of the 
sectors, markets, and companies offering growth opportunities across the world's largest industries. 

Expert Analysis 

We leverage the collective expertise of over 2,000 in-house industry analysts, data scientists, and journalists, as well as 
a global community of industry professionals, to provide decision-makers with timely, actionable insight. 

Innovative Solutions 

We help you work smarter and faster by giving you access to powerful analytics and customizable workflow tools tailored 
to your role, alongside direct access to our expert community of analysts.  

One Platform 

We have a single taxonomy across all of our data assets and integrate our capabilities into a single platform, giving you 
easy access to a complete, dynamic, and comparable view of the world’s largest industries. 

 

Disclaimer: All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or 
transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior 
permission of the publisher, GlobalData. The facts of this report are believed to be correct at the time of publication but 
cannot be guaranteed. Please note that the findings, conclusions and recommendations that GlobalData delivers will be 
based on information gathered in good faith from both primary and secondary sources, whose accuracy we are not 
always in a position to guarantee. As such, GlobalData can accept no liability whatsoever for actions taken based on any 
information that may subsequently prove to be incorrect. 
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| Contact Us 

If you have any more questions regarding our thematic research services, please get in touch. 

Head of Thematic Research 

0BCyrus Mewawalla 

cyrus.mewawalla@globaldata.com 

+44 (0) 207 936 6522 

Customer Success 

2BUnderstand how to use our Themes product 

customersuccess.thematic@globaldata.com 

+44 (0) 207 406 6764 

 

mailto:customersuccess.thematic@globaldata.com

